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Ryan Pau~ Cloutier
Born : 5-1-91
Weight: 7 lbs. 13 oz.
Usa Cote &
Raymond Cloutier
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SISTERS OF CHARITY

•

A WOMAN OF HER TIM.E~
A SAINT FoR ALL TIME·s .

• • HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
St. Mary's Hospital, d'Youville Pavilion, Campus Cuisine
Campus Avenue, Lewiston
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We wish to take this opportunity to. thank you,
our Nursing Services Staff, for a job well done!
dYouville·Pavilion is noted for its high quality
nwsing ~are, apd it is your efforts and your
dedication which have earned us this reputation
O-qll HEARTFELT THANKS FOR ALL YOU DO
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

d'Youville Pavilion
102 Campus Avenue • Lewiston

783-1471
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SAINT MARGUERITE D'YOUVILLE
Foundress of the Sisters of Charity
The public is cordially invited
to celebrate with
The Sisters of Charity of St. Hyacinthe
"Grey Nuns"
and
The Sisters of Charity Health System
at the
Mass ofThanksgiving
· honoring the Canonization of
Saint Marguerite d'Youville

Residents of St. Marguerite d'Youville Pavilion, Lewiston, are planning
events for the celebration of National Nursing Home Week, May 12 through
18. From left are, Rita Dean, Paul Dumont, Louie Brochu and Irene Houle.

Most Reverend Joseph J. Gerry, O.S.B.
Bishop of Portland
Celebrant
Saturday,April 20, 1991
1:30 p.m.
SS Peter and Paul Church
Lewiston, Maine
Reception to follow at Lewiston High School.
St. Marguerite's mission continues through the
unique blend of quality, compassionate health care
delivered by members of St. Mary's Hospital and
d'Youville Pavilion, and the dedication to service
. at Campus Cuisine.

,

'Grey Nun' s~int
~honored wit·h Mass
By SUSAN RAYFIELD
·Sunday Staff Writer

LEWISTON - Some 1,000
turned out Saturday for
a Mass of Thanksgiving at SS.
' Peter and Paul Church to honor
Saint Marguerite d'Youville,
. founder of the Sisters of Charity of
Montreal - the order which led to
.'the establishment of St. Mary's
Hospital.
D'Youville was canonized last
' , December by Pope John Paul II at
St. Peter's Basilica in Rome.
The ceremony this weekend
opened with a procession of longtime hospital-complex employees,
clergy, and Sisters of Charity from
Lewiston, other New England
states and Canada - known as the
"Grey Nuns." Before the altar
were white candles, bouquets of
white · daisies called "marguerites," and a painting of the saint,
set on a gold-colored cloth.
~worshipers

c

St. Mary's Hospital names
Rancourt new coordinator
LEWISTON - Kenn Rancourt has been named spirit\1- ·
al care coordinator for the Behavioral Medicine Division
of St. Mary's Hospital. In this capacity Rancourt will
provide. spiritual assessments, conduct spiritual issues
groups and assist patients in connecting with the
church/synagogue of their choice upon discharge.
He will also be available to organize and conduct
workshops for clergy and pastoral workers.
Rancourt has served as the director of pastoral care at
St. Mary's Hospital since 1978. He is a member of the
National Association of Catholic Chaplains and currently
serves as the Maine Regional Rep for NACC. He is a
member of the Lewiston/Auburn Interfaith Clergy Association and served two years as this association's president in 1985-87.
Rancourt received his master's degree in pastoral the- '
ology from the Oblate Graduate School of The~logy in
Natick, Mass., and furthered his counseling graduate
work at Catholic University of Washington, D.C. He is a.·
certified hospital chaplain.

"There is something very excit- ·
ing about the canonization of a new
saint, especially one who is not
made of plaster," noted the Most
Rev. Joseph J. Gerry, bishop of
Portland, in his homily.
He described d'Youville, born in
1701, as one who had lived "in
messy times," knew "the ambiguities of life,'' and was familiar with
sickness, injustice and sorrow.
t
"And yet she was able to respond
with love," Gerry commented.
"She- was a woman for her times
and for ours . . . an amazing lady."
A native of Canada, Marie Marguerite de Lajemmerais was said
to be very tall, with brown hair and
.·'. \.,_· ..
dark eyes. She was widely recognized for her dedication to the po<>r;::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;!;=====::;;;;:==:;;;:::::;:::::::::!:::=
and the elderly.
· Married to Francois d'Youville
20, she had six children, four
See SAINT, page SA
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Gerry Morin, left, deputy grand knight of the Knights of Columbus
Council1 06 sells Mayor James Howaniec the first ticket to the organization's fund-raising event to go toward the restoration of Saints Peter (
and Paul Church, which looms in the background. The evening features
a dinner, dance, auction and caslnQ to be held Oct. 19 at the MultiThe Most Rev. Joseph J. Gerry, Bishop of Portland, walks under the Purpose Center. Music will be p~ovided by the Moon Dawgs. Tickets are
raised swords of the Knights of Columbus members during a Mass tc $15 per p~rson an~ may be obtamed by calling Gerry Morin at 782-0354.
celebrate the canonization of Marguerite d'Youville at ss. Peter and For more mformat1on, call 783-3161 or 784-6236.
Paul Church.
CHUCK REICHL/Sunday photographer
· · '·..
.
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whom died in infancy .
•,; :Her husband proved more inter:~ted in drinking, gambling and selling illegal liquor to the Indians. When
Jie died eight years later, she became
.~ single parent, struggling to pay off
debts and provide for her two
,young sons.
;':"The fact that Marguerite succeeded in these goals with determin.ation and courage is admirable in it~1?~lf, but her story did not end there,"
'S~id Sister Diane Beaudoin, a mem·
J:>.er of the Sisters' Regional Council,
her welcoming remarks.
· -:'"In spite of her own difficulties,
she reached out to others in need,
~yen going so far as inviting the poor
'to come and live with her."
;,;Eventually, three other women
J,qined her, inspired by her charity,
,~nd the Grey Nuns were born.
Marguerite d'Youville
.,,,Jn 1747, d'Youville took over Mon~eal's general hospital, which was
nf:!ar ruin, and restored it, despite onization, however, was the recovery
of 29-year-old Lisa Normand, a Carha~sh criticism from town officials
:ubaccustomed to such an indepen- nadian woman stricken with untreatable cancer.
-~:ent woman.
In 1878, four Grey Nuns from St.
·~Crowds stoned the women and
Hyacinthe, Quebec, came to Lewis.~.~lied them "Les Soeurs Grises,"
ton to teach students here. They saw
.~ich in French means "the tipsy
the
need for health care in the area,
nl.lps." With humility, d'Youville
·a~6pted the mocking name, which and stayed to establish St. Mary's
Hospital, 10 years later.
ill~o can mean "the Grey Nuns."
In 1928, Maine's largest nursing
'D'Youville also established the home, Maison Marcotte, now reiH'$t foundling home in North Amer- named the St. Marguerite d'Youville
:l4a, buried criminals hanged in the Pavillion, opened its doors.
A!)\vn square, and tended the wounded
Today, the Lewiston complex- in2:~ ~he French-English war of 1756.
cluding the hospital, a nursing home,
;:,itfntil the end, her life was one of and congregate housing in the proc.eompassion and charity. She died in ess of being transferred to the Sisters
·i771.
of Charity Health System - is the
;,::; '''Many say that Marguerite d'You- largest health care community in the
.,M;ine is to Montreal what Mother state.
'',ffieresa is to India and the world "
"I see Marguerite, if she were alive
~audoin remarked Saturday. "She today, being there for the homeless,
·!j;i ·a saint because she saw the con- and victims of AIDS," said Beaudoin,
nectedness of aU people. She was a in an earlier interview. "Her influ~oman who knew personal hardship,
ence is felt here at the hospital, in our
~.a.nd she simply could not close her
care of the sick and through our drug,
~~s to the suffering of others."
alcohol, and psychiatric units."
<"'In the case of d'Youville, the road
The Sisters of Charity are now in
·:to sainthood involved almost 100 the process of transferring owniears of testimony and documenta- ership of the Lewiston complex to the
:t~on, reviewed by church officials.
Grey Nuns of Montreal, who have a
.,, Jn 1890 she was declared "venera- base of operations in Massachusetts .
.~e," the first step toward sanctity.
"Becoming a part of that health
~T.hen in 1959, based on two miracles
;ittf'ibuted to her, she was beatified, care system will only strengthen us,''
Beaudoin said. "We won't be one hosand earned the title "blessed."
.:· ~ccording to church records, the pital alone, with leadership in Canmiracles involved cures of other ada. Instead, we'll be able to connect
§rey Nuns, one of whom was diag- with other Catholic hospitals and reiflOsed with terminal tuberculosis le- sources in the U.S."
~idns and the other, with near blindWorldwide, there are over 4 000
n,ess. In both cases, recovery ~ray Nuns, in seven Canadian p;ovmces, seven U.S. states, and three
!~llowed prayers to Mother d'Youvllle.
countries in South America, as well
'~ 1 ~The determining miracle for canas Japan, Africa and Haiti.
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George Lajoie

Celebrates
97th birthday
LEWISTON - George Lajoie celebrated his 97th birthdy at a July 4th
party held at the home of his daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Juneau, 809 Main St.
. Party activities took place on the
lawn and the guest of honor received
many cards from family and friends,
as well as a money tree and gold
wrist watch.
A long-time resident of Lewiston,
he currently resides at Maison Marootte, remains very active and enjoys his daily walks. He is the father
of seven daughters and one son, and
has many grandchildren, greatgrandchildren and great-greatgrandchildren.
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Community news

anquet .marks 50th anniversary celebration
·"'
LEWISTON - Sister Solange Bernier was honored by members of La
Survivance Francaise as she celebrated the 50th anniversary of her
entry into religious life and her teaching career. She has served as the
group's chaplain since 1988.
She received the special recognition at the club's May banquet, which
was held at the Ramada Inn.
, A musical program was presented,
., featuring Raoul Pinette, Constance
. Pinette, Bob Bott, Irene Bisson,
_
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Doris Bergeron, Lorraine Sarrazin,
Romeo Poulin, Georgette Berube,
Alice Maheux and Sylvia Roy.
Lionel Berube and some classmates shared grammar school memories of Sister Solange.
A native of Lewiston, she attended
St. Mary's School in Lewiston and
Sun-Journal,
Mount Mer:ici in Waterville, prior to
entering religious life with the Order
of Ursuline Sisters.
,
She received a bachelor's degree in " '
French and history at St. Michael's "··

College, Winooski, Vt., and a master's degree in French and theology,
magna cum laude, at the University
of Notre Dame in Indiana.
She also took French and education
courses at Boston College, Colby College in Waterville and the Ursuline
Generalate in Rome, Italy.
·
She received a diploma for specialization in teaching French and enrichment courses in Canadian literature from Laval University in
Quebec.

She has received many awards and
honors, including being chosen an
outstanding secondary teacher in
America in 1975 and a plaque from
Lewiston Mayor Paul Dionne in 1982
for her outstanding contribution to
Franco-Americans.

...,

She also taught school in Sanford,
Waterville and Springvale.
She has been on the faculty at St.
Dominic Regional High School for
the past 23 years.

Sister Solange Bernier
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honored for their long-term service and dedication at th:.;;! "'C
Sisters of Charity Health System's annual recognition night are, fronf :
CI)U)
left, _seated, Merna Bonney, 30 years; Norman Perron, 40 years; and ;
Momque Bernier, 25 years; standing, Alice Poulin Pauline Pelletier ·
Clai~e Anctil, Eugene Dunlap, Barbara Charles, all' 20 years; Paulin~ ;
:::J ._..
Monn, 25 years; Marlene Racine, Mary Jane Caron Gail Martel all 20 •
"v
years; Annette Howaniec, 25 years; Marguerite Blais: Georgette Whittier ) -..
C
and Dorothy Perron, all 20 years.
· _; , ·
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's volunteers c)ont ·ibute
more than 3 ,00 hofJrs <>f !3ervice
St.

F

,,'

LEWISTON_:_ More than 175 volunteers at St. Mary's Hospital were
honored at a recognition dinner for
contributing more than 30,000 volunteer hours during 1990.
A missi:oning ceremony was held
in d'Youville chapel to highlight the
evening. Sister Dorothy Cooper
from the province of St. Joseph
spoke about the important and varied roles volunteers play within the
Sisters of Charity Health System.
Following the ceremony, a formal
dinner and the presentation of
awards was held at Campus Cuisine. Gov. John McKernan's Na1. tional Volunteer Week Proclama. tion was read and the Maine Office
.- ·! of Volunteerism recognized the fol. . lowing people for outstanding volunteer contribution to their community -- Palma Bourgoin, Louise
Gervais, Diane Greenleaf, Jeffrey
Levesque, Jeannette Michaud, Sybil
Nadeau and Andrew Rafferty.
Messages of appreciation from
many hospital departments were
read and a candid photographic display of volunteers "on the job" was
exhibited at the entrance to the dining room.
The following volunteers were
honored for the number of hours
they donated to St. Mary's.
4,000 hours: Christine Colby.
3,000 hours: Mirelle Punteri.
2,000 hours: Muriel Lafayette.
1,000 hours: Dorothy Doyle, Sister
Aurore Roux, Mary Turcotte and
Rita Wall.
500 hours: Irene Francoeur, Lorraine Langlois and Janine Pierce.
100 hours: Jeannette Albert,
Byron Ames, Lorraine Belanger,
Julie D' Auteuil, Anita Dulac, Gisele
Gondek, Diane Greenleaf, Beulah
Hilliard, Germaine Lamontagne,
Ruth Miller and Violette Ouellette.

St. Mary's Hospital volunteers, who are recipients of the state of Maine
Volunteer Certificate of Recognition given for outstanding contributions, are, from left, seated, Jeannette Michaud, Sybil Nadeau and Pam
Bourgoin; standing, Andrew Rafferty, Diane Greenleaf and Jeffrey Levesque.

Volunteers recognized for years of
service to the hospital are:
35 years: Yvette Marin.
30 years: Viola Deshaies.
20 years: Anita Lacoste.
15 years: Nick Biron and Fernand
Lagasse.
10 years: Rejane Gosselin, Jeanne
Laflamme and Carmen Lagasse.
Special recognition for outstand-,
ing community contribution was
given to Palma Bourgoin, Jeannette
Michaud, Sybil Nadeau, Laurianne
Cormier and Marthe Rivard.

Volunteers continue to play an integral role in the operation of St.
Mary's Hospital. They are particularly needed to staff the information desk, gift shop, patient transport and the newly established
Patient Comment Program.
Applications for both adult and junior volunteer programs are available at St. Mary's volunteer office
and may be mailed out upon request. For more information, call
Pauline Fournier, director of Volunteer Services at 786-2901, extension
2965.

Special Mass
A special Mass of Thanksgiving
will be concelebrated at 11 a.m.

,

Sunday in the lower church of
Saints Peter and Paul Parish in
honor of the Rev. Camille Bouvier.
Bouvier has retired from his post
as prior of the Dominican Fathers,
after having served in that capac·
ity for the past six years. He was
also chaplain for the Sisters of
Charity, a past spiritual director of
the ladies of St. Anne Sodality,J
antt served as assistant pastor at
Saints Peter and Paul Parish from
1958 to 1973.

_______________________
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ElY LINDA GALWAY
Sun-Journal Staff Writer
AUBURN - Looking to address
issues of the 90s that interest various
age levels, St. Mary's Hospital AuxiliarywiU hold its first official meeting
Monday.

"We want to appeal to both men
and women," said Steering Commit-

tee member Tookie Clifford. "That's
why. we didn't use 'women' in the
title."
Unlike the disbanded Patronesses
organization, whose main goal was
fund-raising to support the hospital,
this new group wants to carry on
some of the old goals while focusing
on current health issues and offering
a broad base of interesting programs
to its members, explained Joan P.
Paradis, also a member of the Steering Committee.
''One of the things we realized is
that people don't want to volunteer
their time just to raise money, but
they want to know what's releviJ.nt
for them," said Clifford.
"You have only so much time to
devote to community service,"
added Paradis. "If you're investing
time in this, you're taking it away
from something else."
Clifford said the thrust of the organization will be on the "health, education and physical well-being" of its
members and the community.
The organization is "in its infancy," she noted, with an election of
officers and establishing of committees part of the first meeting's
agenda.
So far, with just over 30 "working
members," the auxiliary has set up

it I
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pursuing contacts to help
visually-appealing
area in the Twin Cities. This
plans to produce a Ieal'let dellN
walking areas in
gions, including such
mation as location, uu,.,a 5 c,,u~;Huui'\,
surface features and
A Craft Committee " ,,..,...,..,,..,
November
sale
begun gathering, creating and
nizing donations of crafts and
work. This committee, said ''"u~••"'
got its impetus from the
and will carry on the craft
tion.
Other proposed
elude the Art Display Committee
support and encourage loc
by displaying their work in the ho~p~7
tal lobby; Teddy Bear, to provl<ie
children with an opportunity to tQti,f
the hospital and see the inside of.an
ambulance; Adopt-a-Grandpart!~t.
to assist older members of the c~{n
munity who are still mobile buthd\t.'e
no one with whom to shop, att~pp
concerts, dine out, etc.; . Hoi>pit~J
Companions, to greet and
'•.,
pany patients to various serv
needed within the hospital: an
grams, to meet the needs
group's own members
JOSE LEIVA!Sun-Journal
Tookie Clifford, left, and Joan P. Paradis hope the St. time Monday, will address current issues of interest to guest speakers and
meetings.
Mary's Hospital Auxiliary, which meets for the first various ages, both men and women.
Anyone interested in
several committees. The goal is to
The Cookbook Committee is or- more about the organization
Four are already in the works, the
attract at least 150 members by falL women said.
chestrating the compilation and tend Monday's meeting, sdledlul~~~.t:l;)
"I think that's realistic," said ClifAn Education Committee is · printing of a practical manual featur- get under way in the se<;on.a-rwo:r
ford.
charged with organizing weB- ing nutritionally balanced and easy- eteria of Maison Marcotte on
And with the number of commit- ness/nutrition education workshops . to-prepare meals for families on the pus Avenue at 7
tees and prQposed committees, 150 and programs for local elementary go.
ford or Paradis
members won't be too few.
A Safe Walking Area Committee is Hospital.
and junior high schools.

-He was almost a dentist:

Priest celebrating
40th anniversary
_By LINDA GALWAY
Sun-Journal Staff Writer

AUBURN- H the Rev. Conrad
L'Heureux had given in to the doubts
· ~e experienced as a teen-ager, he~p
: be wearing white, to!;lay instead of
-black, and he woUldn't be celebrat~ ing his 40th year in the priesthood.
, Though incliried toward the voca. tion since he was a youngster,
-L'Heureux "like all normal kids "
-went thro~gh three or four yeai-s
-when he just wasn't convinced.
"My ambition was to become a
dentist,'' the Sanford native said.
However, upon entering college,
}lis- spiritual director, a Franciscan
priest, issued him a challenge.
"He said that (being a dentist)
was good, but he believed I could do
something even better," L'Heureux
recalled. "I thought I would try, and
if the _Lord was calling, it would
_work."
It did.
- As pastor of Sacred Heart Church,
where he has been assigned since
-1983, L'Heureux will be surrounded
-J>y family, friends and clergy as he
celebrates his Mass of Thanksgiving
at 4 p.m. Sunday. Today, he will be
' the guest of honor at a dinner in the
parish hall following the 5 p.m.
Mass.
"I was surprised to find I enjoyed
preparing for the priesthood," he
said. "But there came a time when I
had to make a decision about not
marrying. I knelt down on my "prie- dieu," and all of a sudden I said this
is what I want to do."
All in all, it's been a happy life, he
'says, filled with "peaks and valleys,
but that makes it fulfilling. When
you're high, it's great; but when
-you're low, you have to learn how to
:be !Ugh- again." '

He easily -accepted the changes
brought about by Vatican 11, when
the priests turned to face the parishioners and the language of the Mass ·
could be understood by everyone. _
'~ "I \Y.a~; ki¢ of a. worldly guy when
t:w~:~ounger," be said. "I had my
own orchestra, a band, and (one of
the older priests) never had much
faith in my priesthood. But after the
changes, I probably fit in better. It
was more of what I thought a priest
should be doing.
"In seminary, you're taught to
avoid the opposite sex and the world,
that you're 'in the world, not of the
world.' But we are in and of the
world and relate to one another as
human beings," he continued. "In
those days they were more copcerned about the soul. To me, it is
the whole person the Lord created,
not just the soul."
Though he never expects to see it
in his lifetime, L'Heureux, still energetic at 66, predicted that someday priests may be allowed to marry
and women priests will be ordained.
"I don't have anything against
priests marrying because it was that
way in the Church for the first six or
seven hundred years; however, I unJOSE LEIVA/Sun-Journal
derstand the Church's discipline is
structured in such a way as to be The Rev. Conrad L'Heureux, pastor .of Sacred Heart Church, is celebrat·
easier to offer a celibate pries- ing 40 years in the priesthoqd 'this weekend.
"
thood."
able to understand a calling, one has ''They counsel, lead, direct and help.
He also says he has no real reser- to be able to talk to God. It's a lan- I didn't think I could take a vow of
vations about women priests. "They guage of communication -a prayer poverty or obedience," as required
are as much in the Church as I am," life - then you can hear God speak- by the Franciscans, he candidly adhe said. "Let's suppose it is a call- ing to you."
mi
"I prqmised to qbey _the
ing, that there are women who are
Though it would have been easy b'
'~t's ~t a.'Yow."ne·/
being called (by the Lord). We're for him to join the Franciscan order, on
Cfiurcb'msists on istel•·
missing them ..And the men who are because of his early schooling, ibacy." ·
called, we're losing them because L'Heureux instead decided to beThe other two vows, he explained,
they want families."
come a parish priest.
are simply a way to become more
L'Heureux said he empliasizes
A parish priest touches the hearts perfect, "but perfect .is eno~ for
"the calling from God::'ln order to be of thousands of people, he said; , me," herchuckled.
·
~..

Parisien
is! honored
by Auburn

;_/
;

By CAVENAUGH KELL V
Sun-Journal Staff Writer

AUBURN - Julie Parisien, the budding World Cup
skiing star, took some time out from her busy schedule
Thursday to give something back to her roots at the Auburn Ski Association's recognition banquet at the Auburn
·Middle School.
·
Parisien, who grew up in Auburn and attended the
middle school, was given the key to the city byAuburn
Mayor Richard Trafton. She also spoke to the crowd of
young skiers, parents and coaches on her recent accomplishments as a member of the U.S. Ski Team.
· The 19-year-old Parisien won a World Cup giant slalom
r!ice last m.onth at Waterville. Valley, N.H., becoming the
f1rst Amencan woman to wm a World Cup race since
1987.
.
. Previously, Parisien had won two NorAm races and a
Europa Cup development race before capping her season
with the win in Waterville Valley.
"I'm happy to be here and to be reacquainted with a lot
·of Auburn skiers," said Parisien, who drove up from
Boston after a late class at Northeastern University.
· "We all know as skiers we're underdogs in America. I
·think skiing is only something like the fifth most popular
.sport in the country. It's important we take the time to
;appreciate the sport," said Parisien, who attended secmtdary school at the Burke Mountain Academy ski school
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JOSE LEIVAJSi.m-Journal .

Accomplished hometown skier JuLie Parisien left recleves the symbolic "key to the city" from' Auburn
Mayor Richard Trafton during Thursday night's AU·
burn Ski Association recognition dinner at Auburn
Middle School.

in Vermont.
"Every level of skiing is important. As in all sports,
everything starts at the bottom.

International French groups
help ke~p family ties intact
International family associac
tions, a presumed fad, of the mid1980s, have not only crossed the
U.S./Canadian border, they've
crossed the Atlantic Ocean. And
they're still popular today.
L' Association iifes Archambault
d'Amerique was formed March 17,
1985, with Camille Archambault as
president, J·acques Archambault
as vice president, Andre,Archambault as treasurer, and :Paul Archambault as secretary.
This and other international
family associations have been
formed to celebrate their ancestral
heritage.
In the summer of 1985, the Archambaults gathered at Saint-Antoine-sur-Richelieu,, the parish
founded by the Archambault family in 1724. It is said that even today
half of the population are descendents of the original Archambaults, or have married an Archambault.
·
·
The Jesuit journal Inedit des Jesuites, dated Aug. 17, 1689, reports ·
that Denis Archambault was killed
in Montreal during a raid by 60 Iroquois Indians.

·Jacques Archambault, who
came to New France with his par,
ents as a young boy, married Fancoise Toureau in 1620. He was 16.
years old; his wife was 20. The coopie had four children: Anne, born
1621; Marie, born inl636; Laurent,
born in 1642; and another girl, also
named Marie, born in 1644. Both
children named Marie lived, married and had children of their own.
Francoise died Dec. 9, 1663; Jacques died Feb. 15, 1688, in Mootreal.
To their son Laurent is credited
the long family line of Archambaults. Laurent married Catherine
Marchand, daughter of Pierre and
Genevieve Pespine Marchand,
Jan. 7, 1660, in MontreaL They
were the parents of six boys and
six girls. They named two boys
Laurent. One was born Jan. 20,
1662, and the another June 27, 1668.
They also had three girls named
Marie: Marie-Genevieve, born
April 9, 1666; Marie-Madeleine,
born Sept. 2, 1685; and Marie, born
Dec. 11, 1688. It was the practice to
give a girl the middle name of
Marie; boys often had Joseph as a

middle name.
For more information about ~'
t.'Association des Archambault . ; '',
d' Ameriqu~ and future activities,'" , ~ ·
contact Patil Archambault at (514)
',
274-8389 in Canada.
'
L' Association des Albert d' Arne-'-::;
rique, founded in 1983, had a family ·
reunion June 30, 1985, at Kamou-' '
raska, Quebec. The event included . '
a Mass celebrated by Archbishop'·"
Aurele Plourde, whose mother's··· 1
maiden name was Suzanne Albert. . , /
More information about the or- ' · /
ganization may b~ obtained by con-' · T /
tacting Francois Albert, 2964 rue .
Summerside, Sainte-Foy, Quebec, •
Canada.
: :

....

Jo Anne Lapointe is a free-lance ~
1
writer who lives in Winthrop.
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Irene St. Denis, right, is pictured at her retirement
party with Cecile Mathieu, director of Maison Marcotte
in lewiston.

Irene

St~

Denis retires

LEWISTON - Irene St. Denis retired recently after
working 26 years within the Sisters of Charity Health
System (SoCHS).
She began her relationship with SoCHS as a part-time
secretary at St. Mary's Hospital of Nursing in 1965. Later
she became the financial aid officer for the schooL
After the closing of St. Mary's School of Nursing, St.
Denis became secretary for St. Mary's Hospital Education Department. .Just prior to retirement, she served as
secretary at Maison Marcotte contregate apartments.
A celebration was held in .honor of St. Denis at Rolandeau's restaurant.
and friends attended. During
the festivities aU members of St. Denis' family were formally "Bruinized." St. Denis is an avid Boston Bruins
hockey fan and in tribute to her retirement her family
switched their hockey allegiance from the Montreal Ca·
nadians to the Bruins.
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Collette Monuments, Inc.
"A Family Business"
Your Full Service Monument Dealer
105i-i053 Sabattus Street, Lewiston, Maine 04240

783-2118 & 1-800-244-2118

LEWISTON - Final rehearsals
are underway for the Lewiston
Downtown Theater Series production
of the cotnmedy "Greater Tuna."
The . '
run from June 13~15 at
16 at 2 p.tn,, l!t '71
down from :0~'&:
. The p!Eiy shit'S
ca'rDo1nn1eau and Matthew G'itcia,
· Proeeeds .ft:Otn the shOw Will be 'd'o~
nated to a shelter for the h.omeless
with which•.•Bro. Irenee Richard is
1nv9lved•. ·
. ·
Reservations may be made by call·

ing 782-9466.
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. RIJSS DILLINGHAMISun-Journal

rnnnnll'!au_;~Bro.lr&nee Rictfard ~hd Mathew Garcia.
',.•
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Ron Morin is shown holding the Charlie Hutchinson Award for the Central
Maine Youth Hockey Association. The award honors a league member who
exemplifies the love of the game and a dedication to the young hockey
players. At left is Charlie Hutchinson, for whom the award Is named, and at
right is Jerry Chenard, CMYHA president.

Morin receives hockey award
By JUDY MEYER
Special to The Sun-Journal

SABATTUS - The Central Maine
Youth Hockey Association held its
annual awards ceremony on Sunday
at Oak Hill High School and honored
one of its own with a new award
named after the founder of the
league, Charlie Hutchinson.
The original CMYHA program operated as a function of the Sabattus
. Recreation Commission until 1985
when Hutchinson founded the
CMYHA and helped organize it into
the association it is today. This is the
first year .for the Hutchinson Award,
which is presented to a member of
CMYHA .whose ''love of hockey is
matched only to their love for kids."
Ron Morin was the first recipient of
this award, and he' praised Hutchinson as a "real hockey man." Morin

also said that he was proud to be the
first recipient of this award.
Jerry Chenard, who has been the
president of CMYHA for the past two
years, opened the program by thanking sponsors Beaulieu Logging, TriSports, Harleys-R-US, and MidMaine Savings for their contributions
throughout the year. He also thanked
the volunteer coaches and assistant
coaches, parents, and the board of
directors for a very successful season. Chenard also recognized and
congratulated CMYHA's Mid-Maine
Savings Peewee team, winner of the
State Peewee House Division championship.
Youth players from Atoms through
Bantam divisions received trophies,
certificates of participation, and individual recognition for hat tricks and
shutouts.

Dr. Luc DiorJne D1C.

Open House will be
.held between
9 AM-4 PM
;;.

Everyon~!Welcotne! ·
Dr. Dionne was praaticing
Chiropractic in Quebec,
· Canada, before deciding to join
/ the Lewiston-Auburn
/ Healthcare Practitioner's Team.
He's held a Maine State
License since November 1~t90
and his doctorate degree i . ' ·
Chiropractic sine~ Decem!) .· r. ·

1989.

·.,
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Rev. Rene Lavoie ', :', ~

A·nniversa11.: :.

0~ ordination·~
is celebratEfct
" ',.
p}#

'

CHUCK REICHL/Sun-Journal

Puzzling it out together
Gerald Ouellette, a fourth-grader at Farwell School, Lewiston, enjoys a
light moment with his mother, Dorise Ouellette, while working on Toothpick Puzzles recently during Family Math Night. The Lewiston School
Department's Chapter 1 program sponsored the systemwide event,
which gave students in grades two to six and their parents an. opportunity to use math manipulatives in problem-solving situations. About 30
families attended.

Planning May fair

~. ~...

AUBURN- On May 19 at St.:t.ouis
Church in New Auburn, the' I{eV..
Rene Lavoie celebrated the 40th anniversary of his ordination to th(fholy
priesthood.
·
Lavoie was ordained a priest ,May
19, 1951, at the Immaculate ConGeption Cathedral in Portland. His.first
assignment was at St. Mary's i~:Pr6sque Isle, followed by assignments in
South Berwick, Island Falls, ''Millinocket and Lisbon Falls. In June 1985
he was assigned as pastor of St:'Louis
Parish.
· >, :
The celebration began with ii"Mas~
of thanksgiving at the 10:30 a.;fi, 1~._
urgy. The Rev. Sylvio Levesque anCI
Monsignor ~aymond Begin coheelebrated. After Mass, family )nembers, clergy, friends and p~rf.shi£t
ners gathered for a reception i»~the
church hall.
· •;, · ·

:

May Fair '91 will be held May 18 and 19 on the Holy Cross Schoot
grounds with a wide range of events, including .a white elephant tent;
children's games, arts a,nd crafts, casino, raffles, haircuts and a variety;
of entertainment. The Parents, Friends and Teachers Association ig
sponsoring the fair and supervising the arrangements are Ann Jagger:
left, president, and Anita· Stevens, vice president. Activities take place
from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. on Saturday and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday:
Further information may be obtained by calling the school at 783·9323;.

•

• foreO'l & Dornesllc • Towing SeNic:e

• CommeiCiollnspeclloiiS • Fleet 'M:lrk

• />k Concltlonhg SeNic:e
NISSAN SERVICE AVAILABLE BY
FACTOW·TRAINED TECHNICIANS
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Brother Gerry

chosen MVP
at St. Dom's
By BRENDA MORRISSETTE
St. Dom staff

The Catholic School District Spelling Bee was held at St. Joseph's
School in Lewiston recently. Emerging as the spelling champion was
Erin Dawley, right, of St. Joseph's, and the runner-up was Andre Albert,
left, of Holy Cross School. Contestants representing St. Peter's School
were Lee Provost, Lynn Thibault and Jessica Robert; Holy Cross School
Matthew Elie, Jason Sirois and Albert; St. Joseph's School, Max
drucki, Meaghan Turcotte and bee. champion, Dawley, who will.-n•nn ...t ..
in the county bee today at Lewiston Junior High School.

Br. Gerry Laflamme has been
named Most Valuable Player for
St. Dom's. Br. Gerry has been at
St. Dom's for 22 years. During his
early years at St. Dom's he was a
teacher, · tennis coach, hockey
moderator, and baseball modera·
tor.
In 1968, the year St. Dom's
went co-ed, he became a full time
guidance director and athletic director till 1982.
Brother Gerry is presently in
charge of the canteen. When
asked what he likes best about his
work he said that he likes the family spirit, the responsible pleasant
helpers and the friendliness of the
students.
Congratulations on being chosen MVP, and keep up the good
work.

BROTHER GERRY

St~

Com's
Student of
the month
~y BRANT GRIESHABER

. St. Dom sta(f
· Freshman Michael Albert was
elected Student of the Month for February at St. Dom's Regional High
School. The astonished Michael feels
he has earned his rank among the
students, partially because of his devotion to the school, but gives most of
the credit to his friendly approach to
people, and his outgoingness and
open mindedness towards academics. He feels a great deal of help has
come from a particular 'teacher, Mr.
Violet
.
In addition to the recent honor, Michael has 'received a French award,
and a Perfect Attendance award
when he was in the 8th grade. Outside of his typical school life, Michael
lifts weights at the St. Dom's gym on
Mondays. He also enjoys baseball
and a good tennis match.

('Ben Mathieu, Celeste Duchette, and Steve Morin were among the
'·, St. Dom'Key Ciub jacket recipients at the awards night presents·
" tions. Steve is vice-president elect and Celeste is secretary-elect.

St. Dom seniors bond
By CHRISTINE BEAUDETTE
St. Dom staff

Last month, the senior ch:iss at St.
MIKE ALBERT
. Dom's were gil(l:ln an opportunity to
- - - - - - - - - - - - · gather for reconciliation. It· is tradiMichael finds st. Dom's life intE tionaf at St. Dom's for each class to
esting. He sees the teachers as har come together individual!~ durin~ the
working and he has a lot of con season of ~ent. On these occas1ons,
dence in the programs. He definit~ each cl~ss.ts offered _the sacrament of
intends to complete high school at S recon~1hat1on and a t1me of peace and
Dom's and would like to thank h- reflection.
·
teachers and those students w~
This year, the sacrament of reconnominated him.
i ciliation was offered to the seniors at
I St. Patrick's Church in Lewiston. Fa·
ther John Audibert from Holy Cross
Parish attended as well. It was a

chance to be forgiven and renewed
for Easter. It was an option which
many students chase.
However, those not wishing toreceive the sacrament were given quiet
time to simply think: and reflect. This
time could be used to write letters to ;
people who students needed forgive- :
ness from, or to those whom they felt
they should confess to.
1
Whichever option was chosen,
each student seemed to have ,.benefited from the experience. It was a ·
good preparation for one .of the most
important feasts of the Catholic
Church, that is Easter.
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Her father is depicted again in
"You Dancing at 72," the generations linked in the excited laughter
of the poet's tiny daughter, swayed
in the arms of her singing grandfather.
She writes of him in still another

J'

"There lingers in some men
a craft of happiness
never moored to those shifting
docks
of worldly means and ends."
!<..,rom the anthology "Voices in
Translation," Pelletier read of her
"Memere" Marie-Ann Maillet,
painfully leaving the Quebec farm
of her childhood to follow her family
to Maine and the "dream" represented by a job in the mills. In
"f'or My Grandmother" she writes
of the old lady's delight in receiving
a gift of raspberries from her ador- '
ing grandchild.
Although the price the immipaid was high, the culture
created was enduring. As a
Pelletier
she longed to
escape from her environment
after residence and
in
cago, found she needed to return to
her ancestral and
roots
to realize her
a

i

writer and
'
In addition to "Immigrant Dn~ams" . and "Voices in
Translation," both
Soleil Press, her
has been published in the anthology "Contemporary
Poetry" and in

!I

; Susann Pelletier reads selections of her poetry.

t n

tive
Ill

ts
h r oems

m1

I

Much of Pelletier's work is inl formed by the Franco-American

Hand & Shoulder
pain can be success·
fully treated with
Chiropractic

culture from which
II working-class
she springs, and by the experience
of her Lewiston childhood.

in a "United Nations of
ries funded by the Maine Arts
cil. In addition to
from her
previously~published ''Immigrant
Dreams and other Poems," the poet
recent, unpublished work ina tribute to Archbishop
assassinated in 1980
death

"Back then, the dty in which I
was born
Gave little comfort.
It shook me with the clatter of
looms
and
machines ... "
So reads the opEmlrtg
her
and hopes
"French

drals ...
with the
of the dream."
The poem contrasts the
workers'
labor
that of her cabinet-maker
"a maker of 'Nholc
in
whose work she "saw how a \IOrld
is crafted
"

Pre-Summer Special
.·Free Tire Rotation
w/Lube Oil & Filter
Expires 6/2219 1

Yudy1STire &Service
805 lisbon St., lewiston
(Next to Plzn Hut)
Operi Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5, Sat. 7:30-Noon

786-2225

The Insurance Women of Androscoggin Valley have
completed a series of "learn Not To Burn" seminars that they presented to various day-care opera·
tions in the lewiston-Auburn area. Children from
Irma McGuinness' and Gail Fernett's day care cen·
ters are pictured while participating in a seminar.
From left in back are Janet Slade, Claire Bellefleur,
, safety chairperso.n; Jim Hart, Dave Gagnon, Lt. Norm

Guerette of the Auburn Fire Department and Julie
Gile, president of Insurance Women of Androscoggin Valley. The program is composed of three ses·
sions, the first two sessions conducted by instruc·
tors and the third by the local fire department. The
program teaches preschool children the difference
between things that are hot and things that are cold
and what to do if they should burn themselves.
·--··-----··--~----

..

;_Amnesty Intern ional c
ation ~
is planned for area high schoo
bration. Each year, a celebration is
held in Boston. Since tl is difficult for
students to raise money for the trip,
Sean wanted to organize a celebration that all students could participate in.
All schools with Amnesty lnternationa! groups have been invited. So
tar, the following schools are attend"
ing: Thornton Academy, Oxford Hills

High School, Hampden Academy, Edward Little High School, Lewiston,
Mt. Ararat, Medonmak, Freeport and
Leavitt.
Please help us celebrate Amnesty
International's thirtieth year. There will
be a cover charge of $2 per person.
The money raised will be donated to
the Amnesty Annual General Meeting.

By HEATHER ZAYSZLY
Leavitt staff

On Friday, May 17th, aflewiston
High School, there will be a 30 yaar
celebration for Amnesty InternationaL
Fe?tivities are scheduled to berJin
at 6 p.m. and run to 11 o'clock. ThGre
will be a DJ and dancing, followed by
Amnesty films "Death Penalty" and
"You Could Be Arrested."
At 9 o'clock there will be a toast to
freedom, after which Reza Jal2!i, released prisoner of conscienc3 will
speak to the group.
There will also be a skit, pditions
to sign, guitar playing, a cam e light
vigil and birthday cake.
Sean Douglas, a senior at L wiston
. High School has organized t1 3 cele,

Brady Leclair and Cindy Brissette, Leavitt fashion mo(i!E!I~

:L-A gtads·

(

first class
By CRAIG DOREMUS
Sunday Staff Writer

· ..LEWISTON- After years of convincing politicians, university ad.:
ministrators and the public of its
worth, Lewiston-Auburn College finally has a proud accomplishment:
its first crop of baccalaureate degrees.
There were plenty of hugs and
beaming smiles to go around yesterdJly afternoon at a reception hono~
it;g those nine baccalaureate candidates and about 50 associate degree
graduates at theWestminister ~treet

Mary Sylvain, right, gets a hug of congratulations from her mother, Lena
Vye, after a reception for L·A College's first class of graduates.

See GRADS, page SA

RUSS 1)1LLINGHAM/Sunday photographer

·

.

Grads trom 1A
:campus.
One of those proud graduates is
'Mary Sylvain of Auburn. At 44, she is
)n untraditional college student, but
·her story typifies L-A College.
In 1976, Sylvain dropped out of high
:School, but was able to get her high
school equivalency diploma in 1981.
'"I finally realized I wasn't as stupid
.as I thought," Sylvain recalled.
· But raising five kids and marital
'problems that resulted in divorce put
ber college plans on hold.
In the fall of 1986, Sylvain started
~~king courses at the former Auburn
'Center of the University of Maine at
·Augusta. When L-A College opened in
1988 she enrolled in the social and
'behavioral science program.
•· In addition to her studie::;, she
worked with the Displaced Homemakers group.
. At the reception yesterday, looking
back on her college journey, Sylvain
was philosophical. "I've feeling very
good, but at the same time I'm feeling a sense of loss.:'
, While the average age of an L-A
{:!Jllege student is 33, there are many
pn campus much younger and much
older than the norm.
. What did she learn from the
younger students, Sylvain was
asked?
· "I learned to have a sense of play
· ....: to let go of being so serious," she
-~~aid with a smile.
: ·stacy Slack is one of those younger
graduates. "Everbody here has been
real enthusiastic, and it's been a good
experience," she said, recalling her
L-A College years.
Slack also appreciates the mix of
students at L-A College. "You have
people who have worked in the public
~ector and people who have never
worked before, so it gives you a
really diversified background as far
as ~nowledge goes," she said.

, " /

/

• / ·./ . I

, One person who work~d i~ the P?b- ' / "I want to congratulate .not only
lic'sector quite a long bme IS Lucten , ·-:;"the graduates, but the family memGosselin. At yesterday's ceremony
bers, the children, the spouses, the
parents," Richard R;andall, th~ proGosselin, who was Lewiston city administrator for almost 10 years, re- ' .· vost of the University of Mame at
called that he and former mayor ' Augusta told the audience. "You
Paul Dionne conceived.the idea of L- , have made a tremendous accom'A College in 1980.
plishment, and I'm proud to have
.: "It was a long battle. after that," he
been invited to say 'Congratula·Said.
• · tions.' "
· : The battle was eventually won and /
Lewiston-Auburn College has
L-A College became a reality.
.· /.about 1,400 students; 79 percent of
· them are women. In addition, the col,r .• ' /
lege employs about 24 staff, 12 fulltime faculty and 40 part-time ~acuity.
,/
Three bachelor's degree programs
It is a fitting tribute to his efforts
are offered by L-A College through
•'/ · that Gosselin is one of the nine baccalaureate recipients of L-A College.
the University of Southern Maine.
Another four associate degrees and
. · . · And it is much more.
"It's touching, to say the least," he
one bachelor's degree are offered
through the University of Maine at
said, adding, "I personally felt a
· · moral obligation to follow through
Augusta.
and live the experience."
Diplomas for this year's L-A ColGosselin is graduating with almost
lege ,graduates will be awarded on
straight A's. For his public service on
May 11 at either the. USM or UMA
. behalf of the college and for his acacommencement ceremonies.
demic· excellence, he was presented
.' with a special student achievement
· award at yesterday 1s ceremony.
--------------~~~~~
Slack alslil received an award for
·
"'Happy
56th Anniversary
her academic excellence. Other student achievement award recipients
&
were: Patricia Tilton for her work as
a peer advisor; Kathleen Castonguay
. for her student government work;
August 31, 1935-1991
. . and Sandy Robinson for her tutoring
· ·woi'k.
"This is a very exciting occasion
· for yourself and your families," Le/ · wiston Mayor James Howaniec told
· .· the graduates. "It's also a very excit.. ing occasion for this community,
· some of whom are in this room who
. · . have worked so hard for the past 10
· ··, years to make this school a reality."
· . "It's a complex world out there and
We Love You!
Roger & Georgette Croteau
· it's getting more complex as we apAnn & Frank Figoli
proach the year 2000. And there's no
Linda Savoie
/doubt that there's an undisputed cor· lisa & George Fisher
/ relation between economic develTina Croteau
. · opment and improved education," he
Donald W. Savoie
·said.
,'
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To See Why Smaller Is Better...
As owners of Galaxy Glass, Bert and Bill wish to invite everyone to
call or stop by their shop and sample the Friendly, Quality Service at. a
Great Price that only a Local Shop can provide.

Auto Glass
Free Mobile Service

Direct Insurance Billing
Sunroofs

·~
~~

~
9 Arcadia Street, lewiston
786-0709 ... 1-800-339-4721

Cheryl A. Paquette ·

'

-~;, .
""'
LEWISTON - Cheryl A.· Paquette, daughter of Normand and
Joanne Paquette of 15 Rosewood
Ave., Lewiston, has been accepted
by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) to
participate in its accounting co-op
program at the John F. Kenpedy
Space Center at Cape Canaveral,
Fla.
Her work will be alternated between Florida and classes at the
University of Maine Orono, where
she is a member of the junior
class, majoring in accounting.
At UMO she has been on the
dean's list all four semesters, was
awarded the sophomore Eagle of
which she is public relations officer, is a member of the Financial
Management Association which
she serves as vice president of administration, treasurer of
Gamma Sigma Sigma national
service sorority, participates in
field hockey and volley ball int~a
mural programs and has been involved in the Helping Hand Van
Chair project.
... ' ~~

'

"-{..

Paquette graduated from Le-·
wiston High School in 1989, wlih•
honors and as salutatorian of l:illt:
class.
•
JOSE LEIVA/Sun-Journal

Sharing in the rain
Allison Lachapelle holds an umbrella for cl.asses at Lewiston Junior High School
friends Jara Johnson, left, and Kristy Brown, Tuesday afternoon. The National Weather
as they share the· day's juicy stuff after. Service says rain is possible again today.

Lewiston woman accepted
for NASA coop program

(
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ln'spire'-ing steeple worJt
preserving L-A skyline
By SHARON DEVEAU
Sun-Journal Regional Staff Writer

LEWISTON - Standing on the sidewalk beside Saints
Peter and Paul Church, Frank Morrison' and Greg
Stone raise their eyes skyward to the staging that enc~es the church's magnificent but deteriorating towers.
High above the pavement, two workers hidden by a
labr~th of pipes and planks th~t make up the staging
encasmg one of the towers chisel out the crumbling
mortar. The crevic.es between the stones then will be
filled with new mortar to strengthen the church's facade. Occasionally, the sound of debris hitting the
wooden platform emanates downward audible proof
that people are really up there.
Morrison and. Stone have supervised restoration projects at numerous Catholic churches throughout the
Diocese of Portland in their work with DICON the
diocesan-owned, non-profit construction company' performing the work at Saints Peter and Paul. But the task
of refurbishing the mammoth granite church on Ash
Street is by far the company's most challenging- primarily because of the structure's size.
' "It's the nearest. we'll ever get to God," says Morrison, DICON's superintendent, as he scans the height of
the staging, wmch rises more than 175 feet into the air.
Morrison, along with Stone, DICON's masonry foreman, is overseeing the long, arduous task of restoring
th~ granite ~ch and .l'epairing its Jeaky foqr.-spired
twin
towers. ·
·
·
fo~lis~~Wkfbt the faint of heart or the fumbling of

witnouf'

"They d~n't make. a. move
fniiikiiig first,"
Stone says of the workers, all whom are tethered to the
I

.

Steeple tram tF

1

1

Streel

Catholic construction company
Formed during the 1970s to help maintain and repair
the roughly 600 diocesan-owned buildings around the
state, DICON, an acronymn for Diocesan Construction,
specializes in stone restoration, according to Morrison.
In the years since the company's founding, it has never had a worker fall from staging a record that Morrison and Stone are determined to maintain.
Besides the Sairlts Peter and Paul restoration, the
company also is involved in repairs at St. John'sChurch in Bangor.
Although Catholic churches belong to the Bishop of
Portland, the responsibility for their upkeep falls with
the individual parishes, which is why the congregation
at Saints Peter and Paul has embarked on a $2 million
capital campaign to pay for the work.
Because of its non-profit status, however, DICON can
perform the work for about~ percenMess than a commer.cial firm, Morrison said.
The staging alone took ~tJnonJ;b to set up, Morrison
·said. Rainy1 a11j:i •mttdy: wea"ther dUring· April hindered

.

..
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See STEEPLE,. page 9F

A leaky history

the process, he said.
:" The complexity of the job prompted DICON to
~e Triple G Scaffolding of Hanover, Mass., to engineer and erect the staging, which Morrison said
can hold 25 pounds per square foot. As DICON fin·
ishes other projects around the state, Morrison
mans to assign additional workers to Saints Peter
~d Paul. However, the staging can only accommodate a limited number of workers, he says,
adding, "I'd like to put more (up there) but I don't
dare."
·The project, started earlier this spring, will take
af least a year and maybe longer, depending on
t,be extent of the damage. "You never (know how
*rious the damage is) till you open it up," Morrisop. says. "You can be cruising along and then you
nught get bogged down," Stone says.
: •While the time frame for finishing the job remains uncertain, "It would be awful nice if a year
fi!om now that staging was over on this side," Morrison says, referring to the tower closest to

I~·tt

staging with safety equipment. The world atop a 175foot high platform is totally different from that at street
level, says Morrison. A slight breeze at ground level, he
says, becomes a gust up there, making movement diffi.
cult and dangerous.
The weather also is an important factor, Morrison
and Stone explain.
"The minute we see dark clouds, we're done," says
Stone. Workers, he says, never take a chance when it
comes to lightning.

Ed Leveque, who is heading up the capital campaign, says the church's spired towers began leaking almost from the day it was built back in the
1930s. The water seepage took its ~oil on the
,church interior, ruining the ceilings.
A lack of regular maintenance made the problems worse until parishioners, about three years
ago, heard a stark warning: start making substantial repairs within three years or within a short
time the church will have to be torn down.
Church officials actually considered demolishing
the landmark, admits Leveque. But when estimates for razing the structure came back at $1.5
million, the Parish Council and pastor figured why
not spend at least that much to save the church,
Leveque says.
"It's a monument" to the hard-working people
who sacrificed to give the money $800,000 to build
it, says Leveque. Aside from its religious significance, the Gothic church also has immeasurable
historic value, he says.
"This is what sets off Lewiston-Auburn," Lev-

~que says of the church, whose SJ
mate the Lewiston-Auburn sk
imagine removing that from that
Once the exterior leaks are
move inside, where the church's «
ing and heating systems will be 1
elevator will be installed.
The renovations should take th
to finish, Leveque says. After t
come on the profits earned fron
former Central Maine Youth CE
roughly $50,000 a year will be 1
maintenance on a regular basis.
The church's spires, the sourc'
should be checked every seven
advises. "If during the inspectiot
thing's failed, they should get rigl:
it any potential damage.
"Stone buildings are harder to
kind of weather," Morrison says
extreme temperature fluctuation
to winter. When the winds kick t:
going to move," he says, because t
ing is "not as flexible."

Daniel R. Lalonde graduated
honors from the University
Medical School in San
Texas, May 27, where
rec:ehred the Mere Manual
MlwAr·d for academic achieve- 1
He is a 1980 graduate of
r~~s~ewiist.o1n High School and a
nrSIIniJ:A . . . of Bates College,
~~ce1v1
a bachelor of science
chemistry. Prior to at·
f'·umama medical school, he con·
research for three
the auspices of the
of Texas medical
in Galveston, Texas. In
will start his intern and :
n""""'"""'v programs in internal
1:;n,,Adit!ine at Maine Medical Cen·
, Portland. The son bf Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel R. Lalonde, 267 Pond
Road, Lewiston, he now resides
in Falmouth with his wife, Mer·
:'Clades, and three sons.

///

Webber Avenue water line
Work is winding down on a water project
that began last summer, was interrupted
over the winter and resumed this spring.
Lewiston water department employees work
on the inside of a trench box for safety rea·
sons as they Install a water main on Webber
Avenue Thursday. Dan Doucette waits for a
hole to be dug while Walter Cyr tosses a

tape measure from above. City crews have
been installing 16-inch pipe on portions of
Sabattus and Webster streets and Webber
Avenue to connect the Webber Avenue reservoir into the water system. Main installa·
tion is expected to be completed next week, /
Public Works Director Christopher Branch
said Thursday.
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CUSTOM MADE DRAPERIES
BEST QUALiTY- BEST SERVICE
L.arse Assortment of Fabrics to Choose From.
Custom Styled to Suit Your Decor!
l:arg~tst Selection of Custom Window
. Treatments~n Reasonable Prices!!

.f.·,
~

~~Gamache

\.:lEW .~in~~!~~

782-0052

"For Qualifyi Service and Dependability"
.

/

Complete Autobody Repair and Painting

ftJ

.Marc's Auto Body

free estimates
unibody specialist
custom painting
Dupont paint mixing system
work guaranteed

Marc R. Beaulieu, Prop.
11 03 Center Street ·
(behind Jim's Auto)
Auburn, Maine 04210
Tel: 782-6515 ·

Free Loaner car on all collision ;epair
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Hundreds to celebrate:

's t asts
"We wanted to get them (the
alumni) to come; the whole purpose
is to celebrate, not raise money,"
LEWISTON - It took two weeks to Dube said. At the same time, "the
hand-address the 4,200 invitations, last thing anyone wanted to do was
but the effort
off. Hundreds of indebt the school."
alumni are
home this weekA bingo marathon last fall raised
end for St.
Regional High $8,000, which "should cover our exSchool's 50th anniversary cele- ~nses," Dube said. "The importl;lnt
bration.
thmg was for us to keep the pnce
"The
echoes" is the theme of down, so the cost to attend Nostalgia
the
which will offer two full Night is $5 .. . and the banquet is
for the 500 grad- $17.50''
exJJectect to attend. Plans for
Nostalia Night - or "Retrouthe
were laid nearly a year vaille" - wm be "the fun night,, the
ago, and about 150 local volunteers time when alumni have a chance to
have been involved in
them reminisce, "Iook at pictures and
out.
laugh," predicted Gosselin.
"We knew we wanted to have
Old photographs, yearbooks and
something
and we knew we scrapbooks will be abundant, but the
needed a lot
" said Rita displays set up at St. Peter's Hall
director
wm include much more: school
athletic uniforms. class
By BARBARA PROKO
Sun-Journal Staff Writer

FOR YOUR INFOR
We Specialize In
Colostomy & Diabetic
Supplies
· Our nurse .constdtant Connie fouquette,
dedicated to caring for your special needs.
We also have a full line of Medical Equipment.
We are open 7 days a week.
Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9··12

St. Dominic Regional High School has
full days of activities to help some 51
friends celebrate the school's
Among the activities scheduled is a

Come Cefe6rate 'Witli 11s ·.

j ":.

. /

50 l)'ears
of Qy.a{ity Catfio{ic Xtlucation,
ftlcatfemic 'D(f.eCCence ana
Cliristian o/aCues

~ Suntfay,

/
/

May 26, 1991 ~

- Concefe6ratetl Mass ofrrfianfc5givingS. S. Peter & Paul's V.pper Cfiurcfi -12:30 pm

St. Dominic Regional High School
celebrating 50th anniversary
"I planted the seed of St. Dom's but educators and people supplied the water and sunshine, God gave the increase, the blqssoming
forth and the marvelous fruits.~~
- fr. Herve Drouin

This week Rita. Dube and Sue Duchette are
II smiling, despite the "organized chaos" as
preparations countdown begins for the
l!1tl"l1tnnl'!lt 50th anniversary celebration this

The message above was that of St. Dominic
founder, the late Father Herve Drouin. Fr.
Drouin's picture on the wall of the development
office is an· ever present reminder of the man
and his work.
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:. Old memories stir ,
·:.-at St. Dom's 50th
/

I

By STEPHANIE DUEGER
Sunday Staff Writer

LEWLSTON - Memories and the
merits of a Catholic education
seemed most on the minds of those
celebrating the 50th anniversary of
the founding of St. Dominic Regional
High School Saturday night.
Nearly 500 alumni and friends attended the "Nostalgia Night" celebration held at St. Peter's Hall,
where various displays of class photos from the 1940s to the 1990s and
other memorabilia prompted many
Jond thQughts of years ago.
As alumni mingled with former
classmates, the St. Dom's high
· .school band played tunes from today
· and yesterday in a balcony above the
hall and a banquet feast of endless
· foods was spread over numerous ta·
bles in the basement.

Several of the night's visitors were
from St. Dom's first class, the class
of '45. One was Yvon Lebel, who said
St. Dom's doesn't look anything like
it did in the early 1940s.
"There were so few people back
then," said Lebel. "We didn't even
have desks; we sat at tables like
these,'' he said, pointing to the buffet
setup.
Another guest of the class of '45
was Bob Binette, who came all the
way from Florida to join in the celebration.
·
"There are one or two classmates
here I haven't seen since graduation," said Binette. "It's delightful."·
He explained that although there
were 57 in the class, only 20 grad- '
uated. The rest were involved in
World War II already.

See 50th, page 68

--------------------------~----~~~,(~

Norm Roy, seated left, Charles Gosselin, cen· Dom's class of '46, renew acquai
ter, and Ben: Carbpnneau, all members of St.
. RUSS DILLINGHAM/Sunday photog Express Fashions and The Gap provided
these spring clothes for models Jayne
.. - - -r-,"- -,,-·.,/,~
- - - - - - J a c q u e s , Tom Fortier, and Jamie Ledoux.

Graduation

ass opens

St . Dom commencement
..,~

11tfl

of the tale recurs throughout in the
lullaby the mother always sings to her
St. Dom staff
son: 'Til love you forever, I'll like you
for always, as long as I'm living, my
At most high schools, graduation is baby you'll be." Creating a circle, the
the biggest event of the school sea- story ends with her son singing the
son. At St. Dom's, graduation occurs same lullaby to his ailing mother and
earlier than others in the area. The his newborn daughter, The audience
graduation ceremonies began on was audibly moved.
Thursday, May 30th, with a Mass.
For many the sniffling had just
Graduation Mass this year was held begun. What followed as the medifa,
at Holy Cross Parish in Lewiston, ceie- tion after communion is, for most, the
brated by Father Bob Vaillancourt. Fa- event that is more emotional than even
ther Bob is an alumnus from St Dom's the commencement on the following
(Class of 1972), and is at present evening. The meditation is dedicated
Director of Youth Ministry of the Di- to the parents of the graduating seocese of Portland. He is soon to be niors. Graduate Jamie Dufour began
transferred as pastor to St. Peter's with a thank you to parents for all their
Parish in East Millinocket
support, love, and dedication.
Graduation Mass is well known as
Following this presentation, the
the more emotional event occurring graduates presented their parents
during the graduation ceremonies. A with red roses. Hugs, "I love you's,"
responsorial psalm was sung by grad- and tears were shared. Once all the
uate Angela Morin, and teachers Miss graduates returned to their places,
Jo Jarsanskis and Mrs. Celeste Phil· principal Brother Mark Hilton, and vice
ippon.
principal 1)/lrs. Diane Mooney recogFather Bob's moving homily began nized ML and Mrs. Ouellette for gradwith jokes and laughter. He reflected uating their last child out of seven.
that the St. Dom's community taught Their son Jim is their sixth child to
its students respect for each other oraduate from St. Dam's.
After the Mass ended, graduates,
and for oneself. Father Bob connected his reflections to the readings teachers and faculty gathered toof the service by addressing the sub- gether at the Harvest House in Lisbon
jecl of faithfulness. He quoted Mother tor the senior banquet where "roasts"
Theresa saying that "faithfulness, not highlighted the evening; one by stusuccess" is what is most important- dents to teachers and faculty, and the
"Faithfulness meaning not only to second by teachers to students. The
God, but also to oneself and ones banquet ended with a dance.
Friday, May 31st was the big day
loved ones." His conclusion began
with his hope that the graduates could
graduation. Nervous serniors
be good news to others.
marched in to "Pomp and CircumTo illustrate his point of supporting stance." They and their family and
those around us, he read a children's friends were welcomed by Mistress of
book entitled "Love You Forever" by Ceremonies, Lisa Albert. This final
Canadian author Robert Munsch. The commencement ceremony is brief and
story tells of a mother's continuous formal. Awards for perfect attenlove for her son. The reader follows dance, class subjects, and for school
the pair throughout the child's child- spirit and involvement were given behood into mid-adulthood. The theme tween the salutorian's (David Guay)

By STEPHANIE BOUCHARD

St. Dom seniors and their well wishers filled the armory in the first
local graduation exercises of the season. The usual hugs, back
slaps, and tears followed the presentation of diplomas.

speech and that of the valedictorian's
(Michael Crafts). The commencement
ceremony concluded with a brief
speech by Bishop of Portland, the
Most Reverend Joseph Gercy.

activity, ranging from raquetball, tennis, walleyball, to casino games and
dancing. The activities at the club concluded. with a raffle. Because of the
numerous donations received and the
In the first Project Graduation at St. small number of seniors, every memDom, the graduates spent a final eve- ber present won a prize. Three large
ning together at the Augusta Raquet prizes were also awarded to ·three
Ball Club. The evening was filled with lucky winners.

The celebration came to a close
with breakfast at 6:30 in the morning
at Holy Gross Church in Lewiston. Another class had finally made the final
leap from the gray halls of the brick
buildings housing the community of
St. Dominic Regional High School.
In the words of Billy Joel, "And so it
goes.-."

By DAVIIJ-DUBE
St. Dom staff

On the weekend of April 5th, 6th
and 7th the St. Dominic Regional High
School Key Club sent 11 members to
the annual New England District Convention in Springfield, Mass. They
were among 1 027 high school students representing 14 7 Key Clubs in
New England.
St: Dam's served as co-host of the
convention with Longmeadow Key
Club in Longmeadow, Mass. The club
took home eight awards while competing in its new division against
schools of 3,000 and 5,000 ·students. The division is determined by
number of club members. When St.
Dom membership reached over ·eo
they advanced to the larger division.
The weekend started with a bang
with the opening Ge11eral Session on
Friday night. The evening contained
inspirational speeches by Kiwanis
Governor Fracis Zullo and. Circle K
Governor Shari Ropposa. The highlight of the ·session was the Keynote
address given by former International
Key Club Secretary Mr. Bill Auerswald.
State caususes for those people
wishing to gain district office in the
upcoming year concluded the evening activities.
Saturday found all the Key Clubbars busy with plenty of panels to
attend, ranging from K-Family relations to Questions and Answers on
Key Club. In the afternoon there were
another set of state caucuses, followed by the T~lent Show and
Awards presentation that night.
St. Dam's took awards in Membership Development (third) which
was based on the percentage of increase over last year's membership;
Scrapbook (second); Local Publica-

tions (third); single service (first) for
the most outstanding project the club
did during the year; Yearly Achievement (third); Outstanding Secretary
(Charlie Landry); and Outstanding
Treasurer (Pete Bilodeau).
l'he Awards Night concluded with
the District Project presentation. The
project wa'S the Kiwanis Pediatric
· Trama Institute in Boston. The goal
was to raise $41 ,340 and after the
checks had been presented the district had raised $41 ,430. St. Dam's
gave $500 towards the project.
After the Awards Ceremony St.
Dam's hosted the qovernor's Ball,
making sure that everyone was in
proJ1er dress and followed the rules of
the convention.
On Sunday it was time to bid fareweir to the old district board and to
induct a new one. Governor Mike Hall
of Cheverus High School delivered
his farewell address and the old board
was retired.
St. Dam's members Ben Lampron
and David Dube were retired from
their respective positions of Lieutenant Governor and Assistant District
_
Project Chair.
Immediately following the results
of the morning elections were revealed; Sarah Isaacson, Yankey Editor; Rosalind Morrville, District Treasurer; Nicole LaPierre, District
Secretary; Jaime Bruno winning District Governor.
Members attending the convention
were; Pete Bilodeau (treasurer), Marc
Lepage (vice-president), Scott Gosselin (president), David Dube (Asst.
Project Chair), Ben Lampron (Lt. Gov.
238), Matt Richard, Steve Morin, Andrew Marquis, Celeste Duchette,
Amy Barriault, and Br. Paul Lauze.
As always, the convention was fun
and very informational for all who attended.

David Dube
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Jeff Croteau, a senior at Leavitt
Area High School and veteran of
Odyssey of the Mind competition, has
been awarded a $1,000 scholarship
made available by Honda Motor Company. The award was announced by
the OM scholarship committee, who
made 36 selections from a field of
160 applicants.
From a student involvement of
250,000 in 1987, Odyssey of the
Mind has doubled this year with a half
million students participating.
Scholarships are awarded to outstanding members of Odyssey of the
Mind teams who have demonstrated
exceptional creative problem solving
ability, a strong academic record,
special talents, SAT scores and class
standing as well as writen recommendations of OM coach and high school
principal and the student's own
statements as part of the application
process.
He is the fourth OM scholarship
recipient at Leavitt, which began its
OM participation seven years ago,
following Jeff Souza '86 and '87; Carolyfl Bachelder, '86; and Maeghan
Maloney, '90.

Jeff has competed on OM teams
since the sixth grade and will be
headed for i<:noxville, Tenn., site of
the 1991 World Finals on May 2325. This will be his'tourth consecutive
trip as representing the State of
Maine in the Division Ill (grades 9-12)
balsa structure problem.
Jeff has been the chief structure
builder on the Leavitt teams that have
been honored in both state and world
competitions for both excellence and
creativity. His structures were in the
top ten at world competition in both
'89 and '90 where Leavitt finished
4th and ?th respectively, among 50
teams representing states, provinces
and other nations. The team's goal
this year is to finish in the top three at
world competition.
Jeff wants to be a doctor and will
embark on a premedical course of
study. The scholarship may be used
at any college or university. He has
narrowed his college choices to Boston College and the University of Vermont. He is the son of Richard and
Joyce Croteau of Turner.

Members of .the Androscoggin
e;gation met with several Tambrands
r~cenUy to express their concern atlout v·orkars c:ompe~sation costs. Pictured
from
a.re Rep.

for another busy day at Le~vitt

John Nutting, D·leeds,
Connie Cote,
John Ciaveland, D·Auburn, Bob Latlippe Sr. and JoAnn
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Champion twirlers
Two local young ladies, Kristen Morin, left, and Darcie Labrecque, won
grand champion titles recently at the United States Twirling Association
sanctioned New England combined states championship held in Water·
boro. Morin, daughter of Ronald and Donna !Yiorin ~f Greene, won the
Maine two-..baton grand championship, placed first in senior state twobaton.and senior state strut and third in advanced twQ-baton, interme··di8te 'Stfut-and pro~entation.,labrecque, daughter·of Paul aod Jackie
Labrecque of Lewiston, ~on the Maine strut grand championship and
placed first in collegiate state strut and dance twirl, intermediate dance
twirl, beginner and intermediate strut and second place in collegiate
state solo. Other students placing in the competition were Brianne
Dufour, Jessica Dufour, Ashley Bedard, Kim Bedard, Stephanie Pepin,
Demarie Gurney, Dawn Miller, Tammy Doyon, Erica Emond, Jessica
Lemieux, Erin Allen, Mary Carpenter, Chris Barcelou and Michelle Fecteau.
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Plans and preparations are in full swing for St. Dominic Regional High
School's 50th anniversary celebration, taking place Memorial Day week·
end, May 25 and 26. Working pn the overall arrangements are Rita
left, of the school's Development Office, and Roger Gosselin,
chairperson. Pl;ins for Saturday are a golf tournament at Fairlawn
course and a shopping spree in Freeport during the day, and at 1
Nostalgia Night will take place at St. Peter's school hall with a orr1nr::~m
presented by the Family Theater group. On Sunday a Mass of
giving will be celebrated at 12:30 p.m. at Saints Peter and Paul
and at 5:30 p.m. at Ramada Inn there will be a social hour, followed
dinner and dancing. Anyone wanting additional information or to
reservations may contact Dube at 783-0000 or Gosselin at 782·0371. ·

For er Lewiston t cher·.:.
h d order of brothers
WOONSOCKET,,R.L - Brother
Roland Ouellette, presently superior
of the Brothers of the Sacred Heart of
Mount Saint Charles Academy in
Woonsocket, R.I., was recently
elected provincial superior of the
Brothers of the Sacred Heart of New
England. He replaces Brother Leo
Labbe, who has served as provincial
for the past six years.
Ouellette, who made first profession as a brother in 1962, began his
teaching career in 1963 at St. Peter's
School in Lewiston, where he stayed
until 1971. He then held a number of
leadership positions among the
brothers.
Ouellette was born in St. Agatha,
the son of the late Joseph G. and
Annie (Gagnon) Ouellette. He graduated from Madawaska High School
in Madawaska in 1960 and then entered the Brothers of the Sacred
Heart in Pomfret Center in Connecticut shortly thereafter. He made his
perpetual profession in 1968.
Also recently elected as provincial
councilors for the Brothers of the Sacred Heart of New England are two
former principals at St. Dominic Regional High School, Lewiston.
Elected first councilor is Brother
Robert Croteau, presently principal

Brother Roland Ouellette
at Mount Saint Charles Academy in ,
Woonsocket, R.I., who will serve as
president at the academy next year.
Brother Clifford King, vice prindpal at Mount Saint Charles this
school year, was elected third coun··
cilm··. Next
he will assume thee
position of
at Mount
Charles.
All of the above
become effeetive on June 15.

Brandi Perreault

Auburn
teen-ager
wins title
.I

AUGUSTA - Brandi Perreault
daughter of Darlene and Randy Per~
reault Sr. of 215 S1.1.mmer St., Auburn,
became Maine's Miss Junior Teen of
Portland at the conclusion of pageant
activities held May 25 at Cony High
School.
She received a crown and. banner
and was also selected Miss Congeniality, for which she received a
three-foot high trophy.
The pageant included appearances
in sportswear and evening gown, plus
a personal interview. She will represent Maine in the national "Cities
of America" pageant, scheduled for
January, 1992, in Orlando, Fla. Perreault's hobbies are horseback riding, field hockey and running.
Another Auburn girl, Amanda
Cote, daughter of Maurice and Brandon Cote, was first runner-up.
Both girls are freshmen at Walton
School, 1\uburn.

~oted

Franco-American novelist
Jets UM honorary degree tQ.~ay
'LINDA GALWAY
"~-Journal Staff Writer

mBURN ~ Described as· one of
~ most successful and perceptive
ing Franco-American novelists,
~ author of "Papa Martel" and
.pple of His Eye" will be awarded
honorary doctor of humane letters
gree today in Orono ..
:rerard Robichaud, 82, who grew
in Lewiston· but spent 50 years of
; life in New York City, was nomited for the award by C. Stewart
tty, professor of history.
'This is the first time the univerY has given an honorary degree to
Franco-American because he

,wrote about Franco-Ametica~,"
·boty said.,
·
Itobichaud, who now lives in Au·
burn, said his two works are "novels
cf transition. In the '20s and '30s,
Franco-American life was establishing certain l)atterns. There were
three basic elements - religion, Ianguage and culture."
When it comes to the FrancoAmerican culture, however, Robichaud quickly sums it up in one word
- humor.
"They have a sense of laughter;
they love to tell jokes, and they can
tell them well," he said. "In other
ways, though, many Franco-Americans are still living in an intellectual

'Petit Ca~',> , ~\~
"Many ofithe youn~ Franco-Americans today ate either indifferent to .
their basic Catholic faith or seeking
somthing tha.t isn't there," he continued, "so they join the Assemblies of
God or the 'Brethren' churches."
Since returning to Maine two years
ago, Robichaud said he has seen
Franco-Americans become more entrenched in middle~class values.
"Many at one time aspired only to
jobs in the mills," qe rioted, "but the
second and third generations have
gone to college and are a .strong middie class."
9

He said the most rewarding .moment in his career took pice in a New
York City subway.
"I saw a cute little girl reading my
book," he said. "I took out my identification card and showed it to her ...
then she talked to me."

Unfortunately, he said, his books,
originally published by Doubleday,
are no longer in print and available
only at libraries, unless a stray copy
makes its way to a garage sale.
"I'm a writer and I'm damn proud
of that," said Robichaud, who at-

tended Columbia University. "I did
study to become a priest, but I saw
the light. A writer's main job is to
comfort the afflicted and afflict the
comfortable- that's im old quote!"
Derus Ledoux of Lisbon Falls, another Franco-American writer, re-

See Degree, page

called the day in 1972 when he was
living in Washington, D.C., and first
read Robichaud's work.
«I was at the library and, with my
arms full of books, I walked by the
'You Ought to Read' section and
there was 'Papa Mart~l.' " he said.

Gerard Robichaud

"I checked it out, and it was a very"
confirming experience for me ... to
discover him. He represented a gen-: ~
eration of Franco-Americans whowere among the first to write in En..,
glish."
>

•

Officers
installed
These members of the American
Legion, Post 158, Lisbon, were
installed Saturday. Front row
from left are Raymond Lucas,
finance officer; Frank Karkos,
second vice commander; Bill
King, re-elected commander;
Joseph F. Bartos Jr., installing
officer and Androscoggin
County commander; and Henry
Chasse, installing chaplain and
commander of American Legion
Post 22 in Lewiston. Back row,
Raymond A. Gamache, chaplain;
Charles J. Smith, adjutant; Louis
Crafts, trustee; Roland Gagnon,
service officer; David J. King,
sergeant-at-arms; David L.
Wilson, historian; and Maurice
Marquis, installing sergeant-atarms.
·

JOSE LEIVAISun-Journal

The March of Dimes press conference held at the Ramada inn, Lewiston,
welcomed a
special
of people. left to right are Laura Krum·

Au bum Healthy ChairKid"; and Fayth Joy Daigneault, Miracle Baby,
weighed 11 pounds, 7 ounces at birth.

wiede,nationa1Mstrc~~~~~~~£a~~~bacd~~aua-Le~~~--------------------------------------~

wins silver
math bowl
Leavitt Area High School won the
silver math bowl at the annual Math
Bowl held at Edward Little. Leavitt
was one of seven schools
competing.
In the championship round,
Leavitt scored 90, Edward Little
60, and Vinalhaven 0. In the
preliminary round, Leavitt beat Jay
High School 175-130.
Team members seen here are
Jeff Croteau, Michelle Blais, and
Scott Varney. The fourth member,
Betsy Briggs, was not present for
the photo.

Math Bowl champs Jeff Croteau, Michelle Blais, and Scott Varney.
Betsy Briggs, team member, was absent from the photo.
LEAVITT stall photo
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'By GLEN CHASE
··Sun-Journal Staff Writer

AUGUSTA -- A Lewiston lawmaker wants to
·know if federal money is available to clean up a
chemical dump site in Greene that has local leaders worried about potential harm to area water
supplies.
Sen. Georgette Berube and two other lawmakers met with state Department of Environmental
Protection officials this week to see how quickly
the site could be cleaned up.
Berube said Friday she was satisfied the site
posed no immediate threat, but said it should be
cleaned up as quickly as possible to eliminate potential problems.
She, Rep. Vivian St. ·Onge, D-Greene, and Rep.
Albert Stevens, R-Sabattus, met with DEP officials to see what needs to be done to clean up the
site, which was first identified as a problem by the

Giles R. Landry
· · Died March 31, 1989
·
State Trooper Landry was .shot and
killed while investigating a ch1ld .ab~se
. complaint. His killer then ~hot his livein companion before turning the gun
on himself.

I

u

DEP in 1986.
"I'm comfortable with the DEP's answers,"
said Berube. But with any site, "You have to pursue it."
There's no sense in waiting until the local drinking water is contaminated and the public health
threatened, said Berube. "The sooner we address
this problem, the less it will cost."
St. Onge was puzzled by the DEP response, saying that if the site was considered "hazardous,"
then it should be cleaned up,
"I think the town of Greene is the victim," said
St. Onge. "The project still could have been carried through" and the debate over who was responsible settled later,
The Central Chemical dump is one of about 200
hazardous waste sites scattered around the state
that must be cleaned up, according to Pamela
Parker, a project manager in the DEP's Oil and
Hazardous Materials Bureau.

nup

In 1975, Central Chemical Co. followed existing
state laws and regulations in dumping about 10,000
pounds of chemical pesticides and inert material
located on the property. In addition, the
in a
University of Maine's agricultural research facility at Highmoor Farm dumped an unknown
quantity of pesticides.
"It's not a real severe problem. It's smalL It's
encapsulated," said Parker.
Chemicals at the site include more than 8,000
pounds of malathion -- an insecticide used for
edible and non-edible crops - to smaller amounts
of substances such as borax, epsom salts and potato seed dust. Malathion is classified as mildly to
acutely toxic by the federal Environmental Protection Agency.
However, the risk of people being exposed to the
chemicals dumped at the site is low, according to

Rodney C. Bonney
David R. Payne
Died April 6, 1981
Died July 23, 1988
Officer Bonney drowned while atOfficer ·Payne was shot a~d killed
tempting to rescue a boy yvho . had
while chasing a suspect tnto ~he fallen into the Androscoggin R1ver.
woods after responding to a rout1ne
The boy also drowned .
call of a car off the road. Before h.e
died Payne was able to wound h1s
ass~ilant and warn fellow officers that
the man was armed.

Georgette Berube

Paul J. Simard
Died July 7, 1958
Officer Simard was shot and killed
while attempting to stop a i 4,year~old
giri from firing at passing motonsts
from a wooded area.

Norman Philbrick
.
Oied July 7, 1949
Officer Philbrick was killed while attempting to prevent a high-s~eed col'
lision of tvJo fire trucks at the mtersection of Court and Main streets. The
trucks collided, with him in the middle.
Two firefighters also died.
~)

Poiriers are wed for 50 years

~-Oiden-anniversar;is ceiebr~t~dll
LEWISTON --- Mr. and Mrs. CyBaHlargeon of 155 Warren
Ave., Lewiston, were honored
guests at a party given recently in
ee!ebration of their golden wedding
anniversary.

I
I

Friends and relatives gathered at
No Tomatoes Restaurant for the
by their five children
spouses, 'Mr. and Mrs.
Baillargeon, Mr. and Mrs.
(Rachel) Desgrosseilliers,
Mrs. Andy (Cecile) LangMr. and Mrs. Paul (Anita)
and Mr. and Mrs. Leo BaH·
Decorations in gold and white feabanners made by the grandand on the wall was a disphotographs of family
and events taking place
the past 50 years.
The Rev. Royal Parent, pastor of
Holy Family Church, gave a prayer
of blessing and serving as toastmaster was the oldest son, Richard.
The first grandson, Troy Baillarsupervised the guest book and
oldest granddaughters,
onda and Kim Baillargeon and
oris Grenier, served the anniver;if'ary cake.
:1; The honored guests have six
! 'granddaughters, two grandsons,
f. ,three stepgrandchildren and three
! stepgreat-grandchildren.
I•
k.· In a special presentation, each of
pheir children presented them a
:lOfliN;tmmrred yellow rose, plus one
calla lily in honor of a defr~ea:;ea daughter, and each of the
grandchildren presented
a long-stemmed pink rose.
The grandchildren also presented
.several skits depicting events that
,happened through the years and
gave their grandparents a portaken of all of them together.
to those mentioned,
are Julie Grenier,
and Shawn Langlois and
r'cn>-u<u<u.a Baillargeon.

the
-*
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Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Poirier

Cyrille and Emma Baillargeon
Emma Dufresne were married in
Lewiston on May 10, 1941, at Saints
Peter and Paul Church. They both
belong to Holy Family Church, do
volunteer work at d'YouvHie Pavilion/Marcotte Nursing Home and
enjoy beano and taking walks,
Mrs. Baillargeon, in addition to
being a housewife and
her
own children, took care of manv
others during a span of 20 years.
She still enjoys making fudge, is a
member of Les Marchandes de '
Bonheur and the Ladies of St. Anne
Sodality, which selected her as
mother of the year in 1976, and has
worked on many church fairs.
Mr. Bailla:·geon worked for 37
years at Bates Manufacturing, retiring in 1982, and has served as a
pall bearer for several area funeral
homes . He is a member of Les Marchands and St. Joseph's Association
at Holy Family Church, where he is
an altar server during the weekday
Masses.
Many other friends and relatives
greeted the couple during an open
house at their home the following
day. Guests were present from Lewiston, Auburn,' Lisbon, Greene,
Mechanic Falls, Sidney, Augusta,
Sabattus, Gray and Canton in
Maine; New Hampshire, Canada
and Florida.

ATTUS - Mr.
Mrs. JoA. C. Poirier were honored reon the occasion of their 50th
w'cuu''"l;'; anniversary.
celebration, arranged by their
and grandchildren, took
at Maxwell-Gill Hall, where a
was served. Lynn Slosberg,
granddaughter, was toastmasthe occasion.
and the former Lillian M.
of New Bedford, Mass., were
'"'"',.,..;,,i April26, 1941, at St. Joseph's
Lewiston. She is a former
of Geiger Brothers, and he
by Bates College. Both
of Our Lady of the RoChurch of Sabattus.
couple are the parents of three
Lillian Slosberg of Syra·
Alice Williams of Adak,
Joseph Poirier of Beacon
In addition, they have
!lbout 50 family members. and
fnends attended the celebration.

Golden anniversary is celebrated
-- A dinner party was
! heldGREENE
recently at Sedgley Place hon-

--------~--~~------~

1

oring Leo and Therese Provencher
· of 1384 Lisbon St., Lewiston, in celebration of their golden wedding an··
niversary.
Their daughter and son-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Fernand Labbe, were
host and hostess. He also led the
toast and she made and decorated
the anniversary cake.
The focal point of the decorations
was a collage of pictures taken over
the past 50 years.
Provencher and the former
Therese Bisson were married April
19, 1941, at Sacred Heart Church,
Auburn. She was employed by
Bates Manufacturing for 38 years
and, at the time of her retirement,
worked at Knapp Shoe Co. He was
employed for 25 years by Cushman
Shoe Co. and, at retirement, was
working for CrestShoe.
In addition to their daughter,
Pauline Labbe; they have three
granddaughters, Kimmy, Kelley
and Cheryl, and two great-granddaughters, Amanda and Chelsea.
1

Volunteers honored

/

During National Volunteer Week, Marshwood Nursing Care Center o~:
Roger Avenue in lewiston honored many of Its voiu~te~rs for the•~:
dedication and caring throughout the year at an apprecuatton banquf!!t., 1
Special recognition went to Muriel Lemire, right, for her 700-ph.ls hours._, ,.
I of volunteer work at Marshwood. Winners of the floral arrangements.
are, from left, Yvonne Masse, Doris Kidder and Norma Peterson.
···
""""
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Therese and leo Provencher

I

jp~~1a~n~n~in~g~p~a-n-c~a-ke--b~r~ea-k~f~a~st~~~~

i The 34th annual Kiwanis Club pancake breakfast will be served Sunday
' from 6:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. under the tent at the Auburn Mall parking lot.
I Supervising the arrangements are, from left, seated, Bill Hunter, chair·
man, Andy Michaud and Jerry Drouin; standing, Roger Mailhot, club
President Doug Dwinal and Bud Nelson. Entertainment will be provided
, from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. by the Edward little High School First 1m pres·
! sion singing group and radio station WXGL will be broadcasting live
J from 6 to 10 a.m. Everyone is invited to the breakfast, which will be held
rain or shine.

I

1

CAROL ANN'S DAY CARE
Is proud to annoui'lce the opening of

LOVE-A-TOT NURSERY SCHOOL
Enrollment limited to 12 children ages 3-5
Sessions Monday thru friday 9-11 :30 a.m.
Choose from 2 to 5 mornings
for more information c:aU Carol Ann Robitaille

784.. 2747
or stop in at 1140 Main St., Lewiston

Out-of-town guests attended from
Dover, Del.; Bellevue, Neb.; Garfield, N.J.; Tynsboro, Mass.; and
Sebago Lake.
After dinner, party activities continued at the Labbe home on Lucille
Avenue, Lewiston.

CHUCK REICHLISun-Journal

First-place winners
I\ group of lewiston Junior High School seventh·graders and their teacher are tuned in to WCBS·
Channel 10 in more ways than one. The "''"'"'""'"'
members of Phil Brookhouse's green science en·
richment class, won first place in a statewide
board competition sponsored by the public
vision station. Their public service announcement
on "How I Can Change the World," filmed at St.
Mary's Hospital by a, Channel 10 production crew,

wm be entered in a national PBS contest. Kneeling-in
from left are, Heather

Emmy Ouellette,
Brookhouse, J~ff.
Kate Mulholland, Kara Tonoii and Michele .
In back are Jason Fournier, Michael Bannls·
ter, Nancy Walworth, Buffy Fuller, Nate Gagne and
Crocker, They were honored at a WCBB awards
presentation May 7.

Pau Shea,

Cooling off
Becky Albert is chased bY Maca Roddy, center, and
Amy Albert, all of Auburn, after they participated in
the Save the Children Take 5 Relay '91 run/walk at
Bates College in lewiston Saturday.

---------------

raised donations from sponsors to hmd worldwide
immunizations of children. The event was sponsored
by the lewiston-Auburn Doull:oula project

---------------------------------------~
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The top winners in Mercedes Gastonguay's student art show are, from left,
Karen Normand, best of show; and Eric Bouffard, Madeleine Berube, Dan·
ielle Deschene and Nicholas Chasse, first-~ace winners in the various age
categories. Stacey Croft also won a first-place award.

Art students receive
awards for their works

/
,r

./
'
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LEWISTON - Karen Normand received the Best of Show award at an
art show held recently featuring students of Mercedes Gastonguay.
Other winners in various age categories are as follows.
Adult: Madeleine Berube, first;
Suzapne Beaulieu, second; Simonne
Caron, Nancy Fox, Carole Griffin
and Jennifer St. Pierre, honorable
mention.
Eighteen and· under: Eric Bouffard, first; Ronald Bilodeau, second;
Lydia Caron, Laurie Doyon, Dana
Lemelin and Nicola Webster, honora-

ble mention.
Fourteen and under: Danielle Deschenes, first; Tina Denis, second;
Nicholas Caron, Jessica Desjardins,
Christopher Ferguson and Anne
Therriault, honorable mention.
Twelve and under: Stacey Croft,
first; David Deschenes, second; Stacey Berube, Deneka Fortier and Andrea L'Heureux, honorable mention.
Ten and under: Nicholas Chasse, .~
first;. Erica Letourneau, second;
Christine Cloutier and Sarah Wing, _,·
honorable mention.
P

AUBURN - Mr. and Mrs. Richard Turcotte of West Shore Drive,
Greene, celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary at a party given
recently at the East Auburn Community Center.
· Their sons and daughters-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Turcotte, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Turcotte, Mr. and
Mrs. Romeo·Turcotte, Leo Turcotte
and Charles Quirion made the party
arrangements. Pierre was toastmaster and a granddaughter,
Daphne Turcotte, was guest book
hostess.
The honored guests received
many gifts and cards of congratulations.
.
Turcotte and the former Georgette Cloutier were married June 30,
1951, at Holy Cross Church in Lewiston. They are both employed by
Knapp Shoe Co. He served in the
National Guard for more than 21
years and is an avid fisherman. She
enjoys working in her flower garden.
In addition to their sons, they
have five grandsons, Pierre, Jessie,
Richard, Jason and Adam, and a
granddaughter, Daphne Turcotte.
Guests attended from Connecticut, New Hampshire, Canada, Dur-

>

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Turcotte
~

nning 25th reunion
'St. Dominic Regional High School's class of 1966 will hold its 25th
·reunion Aug. 8 at Ramada Inn. Members of the Planning Committee are,
from left, front row, Marie Brillant Bizier, Carmen Berube Coulombe,
Monique Jolicoeur Lecompte, Cecilia Grenier Courtemanche and
Louise Landry Robert; back row, Marcel Chasse, Monette Pratt Valcourt
~nda Lon~ Perryman and T~omas Coulombe. Absent from the pictur~
we comm1ttee members Lou1se Metayer Gagne and Suzanne Roy. Any·
one having information about the following classmates is asked to
contact Carmen Coulombe at 784·5962 or Cecilia Courtemanche at 782·
4668. They are Roger Bachand, Therese Demers, Raymond Dutil, Judith
Fournier, Laurette Lagrange McGee, Jerome Maillet, Gerald Martel
Lorraine Jarvais Sawyer, and Stephen Seigler.
· '
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ham, Lewiston, Monmouth,
Falls and Greene.

Lisbon~

,:~ Simards celebrate 60 years
LEWISTON - Family and friends
gathered at Marois Restaurant recently to honor Hilarion and Grace
Simard of 1635 Hotel Road, Auburn,
on the occasion of their 60th wedding
anniversary.
Hosts and hostesses were their six
children and spouses, Dolores and
Paul Bean of Baldwinsville, N.Y.;
Lucille Poulin of Lewiston; Paul and
Adele Simard of Hurst, Texas;
Louise and Maurette Brown of
Minot; Donald and Phyllis Simard
and Robert Simard, all of Auburn.
As guests arrived, each of the ladies received a long-stemmed lace
rose, which had been made by a
daughter, Lucille Poulin. Their son
Paul, in his role as toastmaster, expressed the family's thanks and gratitude to their parents. A granddaughter, Carol Bean, circulated the
guest book and supervised the gifts.
Two longtime friends of the couple,
Alice and Albert Levesque, were
seated at the head table with the
guests of honor. Served at dessert
time was a three-tiered strawberry
cake, made by Sue Herrick, flanked
by bowls of fresh strawberries, which
family members had hand picked the
previous day especially for the occasion.
Among the many gifts was a special framed religious reading presented by a daughter, Dolores Bean;
a memory album containing a photo
and message from each of the children, compiled by a granddaughter,
Carol Bean of Rochester, N.Y., and a
grandson's wife, Lee Ann Bean of
Hilton, N.Y.; flowers from a close
friend, Lillian Murphy of Saugerties,
N.Y.; and gifts of money.
Highlighting the celebration was
the presentation by Mr. Simard of the
original engagement ring, which he
placed on his wife's finger as he did
60 years ago. The ring had been restored as a special gift from the couple's children. He also gave his wife a
bouquet that was a replica of her
original bridal bouquet.
Among their many congratulatory
messages were ones sent by President ,and Mrs. George Bush; May
MacDonough of PhHsboro, Dublin,
Ireland; Clayton and Collette Bean of
Kingston, N.Y.; and Madelyn Chapple of Santa Clarita, Calif.; and a surprise telephone message from a
grandson and family, Stephen and
Lee Ann Bean and Lindsay Bean of

Hilton, N.Y.
After dinner, an open house was
held at the home of Lucille Poulin, 25 ·
Pineland St., Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Simard were married
June 29, 1931, at Sacred Heart Church
in Auburn by an uncle, the Rev. Alfred Simard. She is the former Grace
Gagnon. He was employed for many
years by the Lake Auburn Crystal Ice
Co. and, at the time of his retirement,
worked for Gould and Scammon.
Mrs. Simard has always been a
homemaker and an active volunteer
for the John Murphy Foundation and
the Social Learning Center of Lewiston.
The couple enjoys taking rides, frequently taking day trips through'New
Hampshire and Vermont, and they
join friends each week for breakfast
at the Cole Farm, for which they received several gift certificates.
In addition to their six children,
they have 11 grandchildren and nine
great-grandchildren.
Among the guests were a nephew
and his wife, Roland and Quiniece
Doyon of Pomona, Calif., who have
not been to Maine in 30 years. Others
attended frf!m Auburn, Lewiston, Poland, Mechanic Fails, Windham,
Turner, Leeds, Lake Thompson,
Saco, Old Orchard Beach, Sanford,
California, Texas, New York, !<'lorida
and Connecticut.

JOSE lEIVA/Sun·Journal

Irene Charest left receives instruction from Diane Robitaille, instructor in
Introductory Computer class, at the Lewiston Adult Education at Lewiston
High School.
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Visiting nurse gives patients much more than medicine
By STEPHANIE DUEGER
Sunday Staff Writer

Nurse

trom 1E

AUBURN - Emilien 'Morin Sr.
endure at the wound's inability to
waits patiently with his wife at the
heal.
kitchen table of their New Auburn
"I love the care," says Cia vet, "eshome for registered nurse Charlene
pecially
when it's Charlene. She does
Deam to arrive.
extras that she doesn't have to do."
Once a week, Deam visits Morin
Although Deam puts extra effort
in his home to check his blood presinto her patients' care, she said she
sure, weight, vital signs and blood
makes sure "not to give too much
sugar.
.
care."
The Morins are relaxed, yet excit"We have to be honest with (our
ed to see the nurse when she appatients),"
she said, explaining that
pears. Her visits may be routine
the procedures that the nurses follow
after more than nine months of
at patients' homes must be detailed
weekly checkups at their home, but
on the insurance company paper·
Deam has become a trusted friend
work.
as well as a care-giver.
Deam said home health care is
Morin, who is 80 years old, has a
big, "and it's going to get bigger. The
controllable long-term illness. He is
cost of health care is too expensive;
not sick enough to go to a hospital,
hospitals are sending people home
nor does he wish to be placed in a
while they're still weak and frail,
nursing home. Deam's visits and
and the population is getting a lot
assistance from Morin's primary
older as well. One visit from a home
care-giver _: his wife ~- make it
health care nurse is $70, whereas
possible for him to remain safely at
staying in a hospital or nursing home
home.
a full day can cost the patient anyDeam is just one nurse on several
where from $300 to $500."
teams of nurses at Androscoggin
Home Health Services in Auburn.
Deam has been with AHHC for
about two years of her 10-year nursing career. To her patients, she is a
comfort, a friend, and a professional care-giver - an invaluable link
in their lives.
She carries her various medical
supplies with her in two large, neatly organized bags, and has each pa- Charlene Deam, a nurse with Androscoggin Home Health Services of patients, Deam is a comfort, a friend, and a professional
SCOTI leCI..AIR/Sunday photogrnpher
tient's care chart under her arm. Auburn, changes the dressing on Mrs. Aurelierme Clavet's foot. To her
Deam's care is very ~rs?n.al~zed~

She rests her hand on Morm's nanu
after dr~wing his blood, she speaks
sincerely and with concern to the
Morins about the patient's steady
improvement, and repeats herself
calmly and loudly to overcome
both language and hearing barriers.
Deam has also had to teach Mrs.
Morin how to provide special care
...... ,_ ~~ husband at
including
how to mu1.u..., '·l" diet, how to know
"'hAn to call for 11c., . ~"~d how to
admu:U~>L~:-. ~;" medicine.
After eight years of nursing in
va~. '"~..~ hospital settings, De am
said, the tran~>i~~·Jn from working in
hospital units to working as a home
health nurse was a "big adjustment" for he•, bt~t JJ. worthwhile
one.
"In home health care," said
Deam, "you see your patients continuously. There is more one-onone, and greater independence.
There is more time to think, to focus on the problem, to help the patient and to teach them and their
families about the illness. In a hospital, y{)u never know."
"I feel a lot more professional,"
she said. "I'm doing- what I always
thought nursing was all about."

She loves the visits

Ninety-year-old Sister Marie Lourdes enjoys it when nurse Charlene
Deam comes to the Dominican Sisters convent to see her. Since
November, Deam has given Lourdes a biweekly checkup, evaluating a
health plan prescribed by her physician.

"It looks good, Sister," she says,
Deam's second visit on this Tues- since November, evaluating a
day is to Sister Marie Lourdes, a 90- health plan prescribed by her physi- "the same as last time."
"Oh good, good," Lourdes chuckyear-old woman living in the cian. A home health aide also visits
Dominican Sisters convent in Lourdes twice a week to assist her les.
in bathing.
,
Deam :rests her hand on Lourdes'
Sabattus.
"I love the visits," says Lourdes. arm and asks if the visits from the
Sister Lourdes' face lights up in a
smile when she sees Deam coming "And after my bath, I feel so much , home health aide are working out.
Lourdes says they have helped her
toward her. She is sitting outside, better."
her walker placed in front of her, . Deam crouches to the level that tremendously with bathing.
Lourdes is sitting at and takes her . Only about half of Deam's work is
waiting for her biweekly checkup.
done in the field. The rest of her
Deam has been visiting Lourdes blood pressure.

Costs, patients' desires prompt
growth in home care services

time" is spent at her desk, filling out
paperwork for insurance companies, working on patient care plans,
and following up on patient visits by
calling the patient's physician to let
them know how the prescribed
treatment is working.
The ~urses coordinate their work
with outside seur1!es as well, according to Deam. The greatest resource is the Western Area Agency
on Aging, as most of the care provided by home health care agencies
is to patients over 65 years of age.
"Part of what you become sensitive to," said Deam, "is that most of
these people grew up in a different
era. It affects how they learn and
how they make decisions."
She explained that sometimes patients won't take medications their
physician has prescribed because
they don't like the side effects n:r
they are forgetful.
Part of Deam's job is to teach her
patients the importance of taking
the medicine, or to let the patients
know that they can have their
physician modify the prescription
to reduce the side effects.
Another problem Deam often encounters is that many of tlie patients smoke, even though they
have been warned by a physician
that they should quit.
"You know they shouldn't
smoke," said Deam. "You also
know they have the :right to smoke
if they want to."
Deam makes anywhere from two
to 10 visits a day, each lasting
about 30 minutes, but averages
about five visits a day. On the very
busy days, licensed practical nurses or "associate nurses" pick up the
slack, visiting the patients the reg-

be as efficient as possible.
The hospital must then pay for any extended care needed from its own funds if the patient cannot be discharged, which in turn is
passed on to consumers and taxpayers.
Ch!=i-rl~.~

OrnP..
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nurses can't.

Getting special attention
Mrs. Aurelienne Clavet is Deam's
final vist for the morning.
When Deam arrives, the homemaking service offered by AHHC is
cleaning Clavet's kitchen.
Clavet, who is 80 years old, has
an injury on her foot that hasn't
healed in over a year. Deam takes
extra eare to change the dressing
on Clavet's foot, verbalizing the
frustration she knows Clavet must·

See NURSE, page 5E

caid, Blue Cross, Blue Shield, and
Southern and Western Agencies on Aging, as well
as private contributions.
Patients who are not insured can pay on a
sliding-fee scale relative to their income and
-- .. '""
~

laura Bilodeau

lisa Albert

University
annual
· ·: AUBURN- The Lewiston/ Auburn
'Branch of the American Association
of University Women has announced
the recipients of its annual book
award.
A young woman in the 1991
. uating class of each of the three
high schools was selected on the
'basis of outstanding academic
-achievement, diversified extracurri·
· cular activities and plans to attend a
or university in the
fall.
Awarded an
· the American
·were the following stude1t1ts.
Lisa M. Albert, daughter of Marcel
and Laurette Albert of Lewiston, was
·an honor roll student at St. Dominic
Regional
School, named to the
National Honor Society, and received
the University of Maine Academic
Achievement Award.
Albert was a member of the field
~f10ckey team, the French Club and
the eucharistic
She will at"

0

ka

Da.·cie

labre~que

en ann unc
nts
ar r

tend the University of New England
in Biddeford.
Laura Bilodeau,
Bilodeau of
the Edward Little
roll for four years.
was a mem··
ber of the marching band, an officer
in the concert band and participated
ln the show choir and chamber

Lewiston. is a
School.
band,
four years in the
where she was a majorette and a
member of the eolor guard, serving
as
in both capacities.
Labrecque was co··Captain of the
debate/speech team, president of the
National Honor Society and a member of the Executive Board and
served on the Renaissance Committee. She participated in the Gifted/Talented Math and Science program. She also has competed in team
and solo twirling for six years. She
plans to attend Colby College in Wa"
terville ..

Her other school activities were
environmental
,,V\AUOo<:;UH!'; and
The American Association of UniYouth. She is
in
Women promotes equity for
work and is a Sunday
She has also worked women, education and self-devel..
in a local bookstore. This opment over the life span, and posishe will enter the
of tive societal change. Founded in 1388,
AAUW has 130,000 members nation..
Vermont.
wide. The Lewiston/ Auburn Branch
Darcie P.
in 1987.
Paul and

Scholarship reci lient
Rok Morin of Auburn, who is attending the Universit} of Maine
this fall, has receive<. a schoi·
arship from Scott Pham 6!CY of U;·
wiston. A 1991 gradut :e of Ed·
, his
ward little High Sc
acUvities included the )tate Jt~~·
nior Council, Dem llay ; 1d
ish clubs. The sor of R bert and
Joan Morin, 18 Bra 1d St
he plans to major i , bioi• gy at the
university.

Planning card party
Liane Pelletier, president of the
Wallace Assembly Wives, Knights
of Columbus, Lewiston, is cochairwoman of the group's up·
coming card party, which will be
held Oct. 2 at the KC hall on East
Avenue. Her co-chairwoman is
Noella Carrier. For tickets, call
783·3676 or 782·8643.

1
1

Pf~s for a reunion for the class of 1951 at Lewiston High School are being
flnalized by members of the Planning Committee, from left, front row,
Jpcquellne Labbe Leclair, Claudette Nadeau Sirois, Eileen Longley BradtiUry and Jean Cote; standing, Roland Lecompte, Laurence Fox, Donald
Rb\lx, Bruce Pinette and Joseph Gervais. Absent at the time of the picture .
Mire Patricia Tardiff Crowley and Raymond Crowley.
.
·

Class of '51 plans reunion
LEWISTON - The Planning Committee f.or the Lewiston High School
Class of 1951 met recently to finalize
J))ans for its 40th class reunion, which
will be held Aug. 10 at the Fairlawn
C9l1Iltry Club in Poland.
;:.J'he social hour will be held from
6.:® p.m. to 8 p.m., dinner served
from 8 to 9 p.m. and dancing will foil~ until1 a.m.
.
· The committee needs the addr;esses of the following classmates:
~rt Atkins, Louis Brousseau, Caroi~·carver, Norma Cass, Rena Cloutf&t, Nancy Cole, Jacqueline Croteau, Rachel Deschenes, Betty

Sturtevant Disessa.
Lucille Dube, Norman Dumont,
Irene Ferracci, Theresa Frenette,
Raymond Gagnon, Conrad Giguere,
Marilyn Boyce Harindon, Ward Keegan, Ralph Lachance, Janice Levine,
Joan McCarthy, Guy Nadeau.
Jeannine St. Pierre Oakes, Jeannette Richards, Joyce Russell, Frank·
Sleeper, Betty Jean Smith, Alton
Starbird, Raymond St. Laurent, Carmen Thibault, Frances Vachon,
Doris Wheeler and Delores White.
Anyone having current addresses
for the above names, please call 7832473.

NOW OPEN
FRAN'S PLACE
Homemade Cuisine • Special~ Daily

~

Breakfast, Lunch .
&TakeOut
786-0667
Mr.and Mrs. Raymond LePage

five children they have seven grandchildren: Kelley and Jessica Cloutier, Angela, Stephanie and Benjamin LePage, and Joshua and
Amanda LePage.

1384 Lisbon Street,
Lewiston, Maine 04240
Mon.-Fri. 5-2; Sat. 5-12; Sun. 7-12
Specials Served Daily
OWNI R: I R-'.NCOIS[ ROU fiii[J{

:AUBURN - F~ie~ds and relatives
gathered at the American Legion
Post 153 hall on June 30 to honor Emilien and Yolande Hamel of 262 Pleasant St., Lewiston, who were celebrating their 40th wedding anniversary
on that day.
The couple's three children, Steve
Hamel, Susan Bowie and Penny Andrews, made the party arrangements, assisted by a granddaughter,
Carey Hamel, who also greeted
guests as they arrived and supervised the guest book. Their son,
Steve, led a toast to his parents.
Decorations included a painting by
Steve, depicting various locations of ,
importance to the honor guests, and a
c(t!lage of photographs of family
members and events taken over the
past 40 years.
·After the buffet luncheon, for
wlii:ch the children and their spouses
pro.vided the food, an anniversary
cake, made and decorated by their
daughter Penny was served.Among
their gifts was a cross-stitched san:pler of the family tree, made by thmr
daughter, Sue, and a purse of money
to be used by the couple for a trip to
Ir~l{lnd this fall.
.
·xmong those present were Cehne
M'artel, who had served as maid of
honor at the original wedding, and
Rita Blais, mother of the guest of
honor. The couple danced to their favorite song, "Yesterday."
Hamel and the furmer Yolande
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Sons g,f.rle&Jion. officers
Taking pan
Legion,
seated,
officer;

in;·~:nstallation.eeremonie!S

of new officers for the Sons of
M. Gayton American Legion Post 31, were, from left,
Michaud, Maine department adjutant _atid installing
, department vice commander; Silvio Martin, Sons of
, and Joseph Bartos, past c0,1:1nty commander;
sttlti11ilm~·Milhliel Olll.elllet1te, first vice commandltf; Jean Belanger,
II, sergeant-at-arms; Jim P..~'etler~ adjutant; 1:tnd
l;.tragi~P;t;:!li'AI:!onltt vice commander.
.,

~~e~c:Ug'

New auxiliary officers
Participating In the installation of new officers for American Legion PO'St
22 Auxiliary were, from left, seated, Priscilla Chasse, past president~
Ann Kezal, installing officer; Connie Day, president; standing, Denise
Belanger,. historian; Anita Marquis, sergea~t-at·a~ms;. Ann Walto~:
chaplain; Veronique Thibault, secretary; Tom Bloum, f1rst vice pres•·
dent; and Edith Poulin; treasurer.
.
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Blais were married June 30, 1951, at
St. Louis Church, Auburn, where
they attended Mass prior to the
party. Members of Holy Cross Parish, the couple own and operate R
and Y Custom Draperies. He retired
June 26 from working in the shoe industry, the last 12 years at Crest Shoe
Co.
In addition to their three children,
they have six grandchildren, Kim
White, Angie White, Robbie Bowie,
Sherrie Bowie, Danielle Bowie and
Carey Hamel.
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PRESQUE ISLE - For the first
time ever. two Maine students won
medals for the state at the Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America's 27th
annual Leadership Conference and
U.S. Skill Olympics held recently in
Louisville, Ky. The national competition was attended by more than 3,000
gold medalists from 49 states, Canada and Puerto Rico.
Brian Houle, a 1991 graduate of
Northern Maine Technical College in
Presque Isle and a native of Lewiston, won the first-place gold medal in
the college-level sheet metal fabrication competition.
In April Houle won a gold medal in
the state-level competition held at
Southern Maine Technical College. A
1939 graduate of Lewiston High
School, he studied sheet metal for
two years at Lewiston Regional Vocational Center.
Houle, who is employed by New
England Tech Air in Lewiston, is the
son of Pauline A. Houle of Lewiston
and the late Reginald E. Houle.
Preston Hitchcock, a 1991 graduate
of Washburn High School, who attended the Presque Isle Regional Vocational Center, won a silver medal
in the secondary-level carpentry
competition. Hitchcock plans to attend NMTC this fall to major in the
residential construction program.
Student representatives from both

Brian Houle
NMTC and the regional vocational
center had either won first or second
place in state competition, thereby
winning an opportunity to attend the
national competition.
Thirteen competitors and two alternates attended from Presque Isle

Birons honored on their 50th
.AUBURN- Mr. and Mrs. Lionel
Biron, 93 Dumont Ave., ~ere the
guests of honor at a surpn.se partr
'celebrating their 50th weddmg anm··versary.
More than 150 people attended the
dinner party at the Ramada Inn. All
of their children, who arranged the
.c·eiebration, were present - Nor'trland Biron of Dallas, Texas;
·Diane Lavertu of Lewiston; Larry
Biron of Broken Arrow, Okla.;
·C'Iaire Reinisch of Palos Verdes,
Calif.; Claudette Vail, Holliston,
Mass.; and Rachel Moine of Torrahce, Calif.
Their son, Larry, presided as
·toastmaster and their granddaughter Anna Reinisch circulated
the guest book. The honored couple
received a single rose for each of
tYit~ir 16 grandchildren.
Lionel Biron and Jeanne D'Arc
Rodrigue were married May 31,
1941, at St. Mary's Church in Lewiston. Both are active in the Holy
Cross Parish. She retired in 1982
after being employed 22 years at
Bates MilL He worked at Contintental ·Mill until 1961 and operated a

t·lc:tl

Mr. and Mrs. lionel Biron
plumbing and heating firm from
1962 to 1976. He retired in 1981 after

five years at Bath Iron Works.

Is
nt st

Rei .onal Vocational Center, along
witl Jim Ouellette, Ken Knight and
Don Jordan, advisers. NMTC sent
state winners to Louisville, accom1 mied by advisers Dennis Albert • 1d Guy Jackson.
ThE students, all members of
competed in VICA's U.S. Skill
Olymi cs, a national-level competition ft · student~' .enrolled in trade,.
indust! al, technical and health occupatiom program::.
Begu in 1967, che competition has
grown ·om 54 Cclmpetitors in three
contest to more than 3,000 competitors in i5 contes' s. More than 1,000
judges 1 om indm try determine the
students ratings, and hundreds of
state·lev, 1 VICA L~aders and volunteers com iinate
and events.
The con ~sts are carefully planned
by technk 1 commi':tees made up of
representa ives of ,,abor and man~
agement aJ. 1 are designed to test the
skills needE for a successful performance in a 'iven oceupational field.
Safety pract ;es and procedures -an
area of grea< concern to labor and
management alike - are judged and ·
graded and constitute a significant
of a contestant's score.
The investment by American business and labor in executive time;
equipment loaned, supplies donated
and tools and scholarships awarded
exceed six million dollars.
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lie Ca.tfio{ic fa.itfi is a dominant
force in Lewiston-J2l.u6um, wfiere
nine Catfio[ic cfiurcfies serve
tfiousantfs of worsfiippers - w.any of
tfiem !franco-J2l.merican. 1Jynamic priests,
prime [ocations, and cfiurcfi scfioofs are
f;geping some parishes in tfie 6fact Otfiers
refg on tlieir steadfast 6ut tfwiniung ·
congregations ... and fie{p from (joeL
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The Rev. Renald labarre, above, Is pastor of St. Philip's Church In Auburn, considered to be one of the city's more active and growing
parishes. The congregation at Lewiston's Holy Cross Church, top photo, has grown In recent years to become the largest In the Twin
RUSS DILLINGHAM and JOSE !..ElVA/Sunday photographers
Cities.

ri h sf
By SUSAN RAYFIELD
Sunday Staff Writer

LEWISTON - The spires of nine Catholic
churches soar above the Twin Cities -six in
.Lewiston, three in Auburn. This is one of the
·largest Catholic communities in the state, due
·.q1
to
Franco-American popuJa-

it optimi
"In a bad economy, people's faith tends to be
reinforced, and the parish becomes more cohesive. They go to their roots, and they become
more generous."
Case i:n point: the goal for this year's Catholic
Charities Appeal drive was $2.3 million. More
than $'2.4 million was pledged.
But factors beyond the economy a:re at work

f

said St. Mary's pastor, the Rev. Herve Carri£)
"God helps."
Saints Peter and Paul is another inner city''
church where attendance has declined ·- f:rom
16,000 people to 4,000 over the years.
parishioners are elderly; the priests
munion to 300 shut-ins a week.
when parish officials took the
~ ~• ..~.·.--
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Church trom 1s
are flourishing.
Holy Family, on outer Sabattus
Street, attracts almost 2,000 families
to services, and has two priests and
seven full-time staffers.
Holy Cross, on outer Lisbon Street,
is "really bustling," according to
~utty. Close to 3,000 families worship there. "We picked up 90 families
last year alone," comment-ed the
Rev. John L. Audibert, the church's
pastor.
· What accounts for such a spurt in
growth?
- • Location, for one. Holy Cross is
. surrounded by a thriving community
- of business people and professionals.
In addition, Holy Cross School, the
largest Catholic school in Maine, attracts many young families. School
subs~dies provide a further incentive
to join the parish. Members receive
, $800 toward tuition, and $350 if students are attending St. Dom's, the
, only Catholic high school in the
: Lewiston-Auburn area.
:
Finally, the church itself exudes a
• ,~vibrant energy.
~: "Holy Cross is very spirited, very
~'alive," said Audibert. "There is a
t;!~tability and continuity with the
t,)>!iests, an openness and progr~~
~-'6tveness, and a real sense of parttct...,.,. t'ton. "
i:'i»i
~-: A recent call for help to paint
"":!Classrooms, he noted, drew 71 volun-

:;::leers.,
~=·

Rev. John Audibert

.

migrant workers, St. Philip's has
welcomed over a hundred MexicanAmericans into its parish, and once
a month conducts a service in Spanish.
Although offerings at Masses have
remained steady, about $4,400 a
weekend, "wit11 people being laid off,
the economy has affected all of us to
some extent," remarked the Rev.
Renald Labarre, St. Philip's pastor.
Most notably, pledge collections
have slowed for the new, recently
completed·parish center, which doubled the size of the church.
"We started the campaign when
the economy was solid, but then it
turned sour," Labarre said. "But I
find encouragement in people telling
us they will pick up their pledges
again when things get better."

Weekend offerings at Holy Cross
"'~un an average of $8,200. However,
~:)10,000 is needed for the parish to op~:;-erate freely in the black, and contri!·l:rutions are down $1,000 a week over
~Jast year, Audibert noted.
l::f~•. Another example of a youthful,
=tsrowing parish is St. Philip's, on
~Route 4 in Auburn, which Mutty describes as "very dynamic, with a lot A church's personality
lay person· involvement - probaA pastor's style and personality
y as much so as any church in the
also
plays a role in attracting
te."
. The congregation consists of more crowds .
"Nowadays people parish shop,"
f'.' han 1,000 families, up from 650
:·..:when the church was dedicated in said Mutty. "Protestants always did
that, but never Catholics. Before, we
;;::1971.
.
defined
parish you belonged to
:r ~ Eighty-five or so baptisms, and by wherewhich
you lived. Today, someone
~. some 35 weddings are performed
·;'each year, compared to 15 funerals. living on Howard Street in Lewiston
i:; Over 500 children attend religious woulCfhave no qualms about going to
;. ; education there. The median age for services in Auburn."
Furthermore, the traditional, and
l~ 1,)arishioners is 34.
l~
Located near the town of Turner, not-always-so-friendly rivalry between French and Irish Catholic
1, where DeCoster egg farm employs
'1

L~

.

churches in the area is breaking
down.
Wl'len Mutty, a Franco-American,
was growing up in Lewiston, "If you
were Irish, you would go to an Irish
church, never a Franco church," he
said.
"I remember my father used to
make jokes about the Irish not really
being Catholic. And when an Irish
friend who was an altar boy persuaded me to attend an Irish church,
I always felt I was doing wrong."
Whereas the three Catholic
churches in Auburn are widely separated - St. Louis in New Auburn,
Sacred Heart on Minot Avenue, and
St. Philip's across from Lake
Auburn - several in Lewiston are
cheek-by-jowl.
St. Joseph's, on Main Street, almost backs into Saints Peter and
Paul, on Ash Street, which is a block
away from St. Patrick's, on Bates
Street.
Elsewhere in the state, two parishes close to each other have sometimes been assigned the same
pastor, in a process called twinning.
Such a thing happened to St. Dominic's and Sacred Heart in Port- ,
land two years ago.
In the northern part of the state, a
few Catholic churches have actually
closed or merged. "We do that very
reluctantly," said Mutty. "Only when
the population becomes too small to
sustain the parish."
However, there has been no talk
of twinning or merging parishes in
Lewiston-Auburn, according to the
Rev. Michael Henchal, chancellor of
the Portland Diocese.
"If a community has its own
strong Catholic identity, even if a
priest is being removed from the
parish, we would try to maintain the
integrity of the community;" he said.
According to Henchal, talk of
merging is tied more to a shortage of
priests than to the slower economy.
A 1990 diocesan study estimates
that 50 priests will have reached the
retirement age of 70 between 1991
and the year 2,000, far fewer than
will probably be ordained.
"Historically, many churches with .·
two priests would have had three or
four," Mutty said. "Some of that .relocation is already taking place.
In the future, some may only have
one pastor, who is responsible for
two churches, which will be much
more traumatic.
"We can see it coming."

iston n ti
' r h' s
By BETTY H. LIBBY
Special to the Sun-Journal

NEW YORK - Like many Lewiston natives, English was not Anita
Cloutier DelaGarza's first language.
But it is the one she will be arguing
. for when she appears on the Oprah
Winfrey Show Monday.
. :ne la Garza, a 1955 St. Dominic
High School graduate and director of
. ~o:thers of Multicultural English
: ~IWQME), will argue for making En. ~H$h the official language of this
:country for officialgovernment business when she appears on a panel on
the syndicated program.
''""~u~su is not my own first language, she said Friday, "but it has
enabled me to advance in my career
and raise five English-speaking chilall of whom are bilingual."
MOME (pronounced mommy) is a
New York-based group, she said, recently organized to insure that the
United States continues to maintain
broad range of ethnicities and di·alects while promoting English
·fluency at the same time.
"This country is wonderful . . a

ill

melting pot," she said, describing
her purpose as simply "to insure that
those who immigrate here in search
of greater opportunitites are not denied their dreams because they don't
have strong basic education in English communication skills."
"They have to learn
on so
they can stay in the
move
ahead."
The movement has
some controversy, however. The 500member
is being cnawt~n~;t:u
groups like
Puerto Rican
Caucus and a
of
versity of New
support a plan to
high school
students to be graduated in their native language.
De
Garza's career has been
firmly rooted in her own FrancoAmerican
She emphasizes that her movement respects
and encourages people to learn as
many languages as they
hut
argues that
of English is key
if newcomers to
country
to
achieve professional and financial
goals.
MOME comes to national attention

as New York proposes a new academic agenda that would incorporate
courses that teach children about the
various perspectives, contributions
and sufferings of different ethnic
groups.
A similar pro~ram in California
provides the model for the alternac
tive focus and has raised concerns
about the potential for racial hatred
and segregation.
De la Garza has taught at Columbia University's American Language
Program and Fordham University.,
and has published several articles.
She advocates combining education with entertaiment in what shf~
calls "educainment." In talking
about her own multicultural background in Lewiston, she makes her
point in references to her experience
at St. Dom's, where she first became
interested in theater performance.
Her belief that the performance
background is key to her work is perhaps borne·out in that she has aprogram on Manhattan television and
has created a series of cassettes for
schools.
is fluent in 10 Ian-

Pizza party
Anita Cloutier De Ia Garza
guages and holds a Ph.D. in Human
Linguistics Communication. She
says she is promoting a ""!'""'''"
contrary to some accusations
ther Europeancentric ~or 'Anglophilic.
De la Garza's appearance on the
Oprah Winfrey Show will be aired on
WMTW-TV, Channt l 8, at 4 p.m.

lewiston Pizza Hut Manager Chris Gosselin is fianked by Edward
Little High School varsity basketball players just prior to a pizza
party as part of the Auburn Invitational Matchup tournament held
this week at the ELHS gym. Pizza Hut provided pizza. and soda to
all players and coaches who participated In the four-team event.
The Eddies and Rams squared off in the championship game
Wednesday. left to right are Daryan Saunders, Rick Brouillette,
Gosselin, coach John Griffith, Dane Pomerleau and Corey Woodhead.
I..IIIIDA GALWAY photo
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St. L ' Cha I
to n t 25th y r
By ANNE MORIN
Special to the Sun-Journal
LITCHFIELD- St. Leo's Chapel
will observe its 25th anniversary on
Sunday with a special Mass celebrated by the Rev. John Bellfontaine
at ll a.m. The pastor, the Rev. Ronald
Schmit, was hospitalized recently
and it is hoped that the offi.cial celebration of the chapel's 25th year will
take place when Fr. Schmit assumes
his duties again.
After the Mass on Sunday, cake
and coffee will be served but the congregation has decided to postpone a
bigger celebration until Fr. Schmit
returns.
Reggie Gastonguay recalled his experiences of getting the chapel for
the Litchfield area.
Reggie and his wife presently live
in Monmouth, but in 1954 they moved
from Lewiston to live year round on
the Tacoma Lakes (Sand Pond) Region of Litchfield. It was here that he
met the Hickey sisters (Agnes, Helen
and Marion), who summered on the
Tacoma Lakes, Denis Caron and the
Dennises who lived on Dennis Hill
Road in Litchfield, a Mr. Rommel of
West Gardiner, and other Catholic
families who lived in the Lakes Region in Monmouth and Litchfield who
were interested in attending Mass lo~lly.

••• Reggie remembers that every Friday night the Hickey sisters (Agnes
was the head secretary for a big law
· firm in Boston, Ellen was the head
secretary for the president of United
Shoe in Boston, Ellen was the head
· ~cretary for the French Consulate)
would come up from Boston on the
·:Greyhound bus and he would pick
.them up at Seavey's in Auburn on the
corner of Court Street and Washington Avenue.
From there he would take them to
:~o their groceries for the weekend,
· then bring them up to their cottage on
Sand Pond. Every Sunday morning
. they would ride up to church with
Reggie and his wife.
· . :Reggie recalled that Mass was
originally celebrated at the Litchfield Grange Hall (since burned) durii!g mid-June 1960 until Labor Day by
]he Rev. Andrew Kelleher. Reggie
remembers Fr. Kelleher as a jolly
';{l{lppy Irishman who spoke perfect
Parisian French and who endeared
lmnself to everyone.
l:The desire to find a site and build a
Witable building to meet in slowly
,$,tarte<lto kindle withinthe hearts of
.,.~fi.ose original faithful Catholics who
'cll\~t each Sunday. All seemed lost
ever when Fr. Kelleher died later
t year, having suffered severe
ns when his vestments brush~d

against an altar candle during Mass
·
and caught fire.
The Rev. Paul Gleason served as
the celebrant from 1961 until September 1964 when he was succeeded by
the Rev. Lionel McKeone. As Reggie
recalls, Fr. McKeone was caught up
in the movement with the parishioners to build a chapel for Fr. McKeone could see that the continued development of the lake frontage in this
region would certainly support a chapeL Along about this time, foHov.:ing
Vatican II, the Sunday Mass obligation could also be fulfilled on SattJ.rday afternoons.
Back in September 1965 Reggie remembers that he helped the Hickey
sisters close up their cottage as usual
and drove them to Seavey's to catch
their bus back to Boston. "I got a caB
on Thanksgiving Day on Thursday
1965 from Boston to pick up one of the
girls at Seavey's that afternoon.
There was snow on the ground and
their camp was closed for the winter.
I asked Marion if she wanted me to
bring her to my house . " She said,
"No, would you take me to Gar-.
diner?" she asked, where she wanted
to visit friends by the name of Talbot.
"I got a call Saturday night from
Fr. McKeone from Richmond. He
told me, 'St. Leo is on the way.' Father McKeone had explained, I just
got a $5,000 negotiable bond from
Marion Hickey. Monday morning I
am going up to see the Bishop in Portland.''
According to Reggie that $5,000
brought $6,000. That was the first
money for St. Leo's and from then on
the money grew and grew. St. Leo's
was definitely on the way .
Fr. McKeone bought the first 100
by 300 parcel of land for the original
chapel that would seat 240 people and
cost $29,600. Ground was broken in
April 1966. Reggie remembers that
Amedee Bolduc built the beautiful
chapel with the help of several others, including himself who worked
four days a week on the chapel and
Dennis Caron who worked daily on
the chapel as wen as running his
farm.
On Sept 15, 1970, Fr. McKeone was
transferred and the Rev. Lucien
Grondin became pastor of the St.
Ambrose Parish in Richmond and St.
Leo's Mission in Litchfield. By this

time St. Leo's was bursting at the
seams. Loudspeakers had to be installed so that the people gathered
outside could hear the Masses.
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Donald and Eleanor Blais
Guests attended from Auburn,
Lewiston, Rumford, Dixfield and
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AUBURN- Mr. and Mrs. Donald
G. Blais were the guests of honor
recently at a party held in observance of their silver wedding anniversary.
Arrangements for the celebration, which took place at No Tomatoes restaurant,_ were made by
the couple's children, Brenda and
Thomas Sawyer.
., The couple were presented with
flowers, money, gifts and a wishing
well of cards. Close friends and relatives were in attendance.
l Blais and the former Eleanor
Fleury were married Aug . 5, 1966.
She is involved with the American
Association of Retired Persons and
· private duty nursing. Mr. and Mrs.
Blais are the owners of Fashion
Lane Uniforms on Main Street, Lewiston, which he manages.
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JoHne Blais, daughter of lucille
Blais Barrett of 42 louise Ave.,
lewiston, and the late Raymond
Blais, received her doctorate In
August from the University of ·
Pennsylvania. She has accepted
the position of visiting assistant
professor in the English depart·
ment at Vassar College. She received the Outstanding Young
Woman of America award andwas 1
nominated for "Who's Who in I
America'' for 1991. A 1978 grad· i
uate ·of lewiston High School, /
Blais received a bachelor's de-.
gree, cum laude, from Harvard jl
University and a master's degree
f~om the University of Pennsylva-~

Earns doctorate

·~,..,

I

.•/

Winthrop - Auburn - Lewiston

Sun-Journal, Lev.,
/

Auburn church to be redec
AUBURN .;_ Mter months of waiting, an Auburn church community
will be celebrating the official opening of its "new church".
A rededication of the extensively
renovated Sacred Heart Church will
take place Sunday at 4 p.m.
Celebrant and homilist at the Mass
will be the Most Rev. Joseph J.
Gerry, O.S.B., Bishop of Portland.
Rev. Conrad L'Heureux, pastor of
Sacred Heart and Rev. Maurice P.
Plourd, former pastor will be concelebrants
The parish community choir has
prepared special music for the Mass.
According to L'Heureux, approximately 40 priests will be in attendance at the late afternoon ceremony. In addition, special guests will
be the Sisters of St. Joseph de Lyon.
The Sisters were teachers at Sacred
Heart School until it was closed in
1972.
Following the rededication there
will be a dinner at the Ramada Inn in
Lewiston. Speakers at the dinner will
be Nancy Bancroft, a former student
at the school, and Father Maurice
Plourde. Tickets for the dinner are
available at the rectory by calling

/

782-8096.

· The rededication ceremony, a blessing of the church, has been scheduled because the renovations have
been so substantial, L'Heureux said.
"Its become a new church," he said.
Major renovations to the church
have not been made since some upgrading was done in the late 1960s,
L'Heureux explained.
Extensive remodeling of the parish
hall was completed in 1988 and on
Jan. 2 of this year, work began on the
inside of the church to completely
turn around the interior, the sanctuary now being at the Western Avenue end of the church.
The altar and all the furniture in
the sanctuary are new, having been
hand-crafted in Montreal, L'Heureux
said.
A spacious new entrance has been
built on the side facing the parking
lot, which makes the church wheelchair accessible.
The first Mass was celebrated in
the new church on March 27 and the
services of Holy Week and Easter
were celebrated in the new surroundings.
. The parish of Sacred Heart was
founded in i923 with the congregation

JOSE LEIVA/Sun-Journal

The Rev. Conrad L'Heureux of Sacred Heart Church.

primarily people of French-Canadian
descent.
Earlier that year, the Rev. John
Kealy of St. Joseph's Church in Lewiston had purchased the land and
buildings at Minot and Western avenues in Auburn, known as the Charles
Vickery Homestead.
The seven-acre property cost
$16,500 and the buildings were converted into a place of worship with
the stable serving as the chapel and
the main house becoming the rectory. The original farmhouse still
serves as the rectory, although it has
been modernized.
The Rev. George M. Poirier was
appointed the first pastor of Sacred
Heart Parish, where services were
conducted in French and English .
Poirier served until1925 when he was
transferred to Springvale. The sec-

ond pastor was the Rev. Edouard Nadeau, an Auburn native, who served
the parish for one year and then was
assigned to Madawaska.
In 1926, the Rev. Armand J. Chabot, also an Auburn native, became
the third pastor of Sacred Heart. It
was during Chabot's pastorate that
the brick church was built. Chabot
officiated at the first Mass celebrated in the new church on the Feast
of the Sacred Heart, June 24, 1938. He
gave 20 years of service to the parish
before he was reassigned to St.
Mary's Church in Lewiston.
Coming to Auburn in 1946, the Rev. :
Emmanuel. R. Grondin was the
fourth pastor of the church and envisioned the need for a parochial
school. The first section of Sacred '
Heart School was constructed in 1952 1
for grades one through three. Gron-
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70 f ortor Street
Lewiston, Main,: 04240-6995
Fl.X: 78:;-0091
DIRECTORS:
Roger M. Bouffard
Raymond A Perreault
Alan D. White
Kenneth R. L. Finley
Peter A. Arsenault

{{~E.'tU'ln9 othe'ti. a11.. we wli.h to be i.e'l..t7ed11,

The Tradition Continue:r • ••
The directors and the· personnel of
Fortin Funeral Home ·
Plummer & Merrill Funeral Home
Teague & Finley Funeral Home
are pleased to announce
the consolidation of our staffs
and funeral home facilities.
· The tradition - our expertise
and·dedication in meeting the needs

of families in the Lewiston-Auburn area
continues as
The Fortin Group.
We will continue to provide
the same expert and dedicated services
at our two locations,

Fortin Funeral Home,
Ash and Horton Streets, Lewiston

Plummer & Merrill Funeral Home
Turner and Center Streets, Auburn
Directors,

(;10~ ~0~

~_,~

~~dc.J;__

Ash & Horton Streets, Lewiston/Turner & Center Streets, Auburn

FORTIN FUNERAL HOME
784-4585

PLUMMER & MERRILL
FUNERAL HOME

TEAGUE & FINLEY
FUNERAL HOME

783-8545

782-5631

(§fr:;;;{c. Le~u;v-;Lv., P.>l))
DISEASES OF THE HEART

HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE
W e ELEVATED CHOLESTEROL

Oare.
•

longtime members
The lewiston Order of Elks recently presented membership pins to
several longtime members. From left are John Telow, 48 year~;. Exal~ed
Ruler Maurice Mailloux, and Robert Roy, 50 years. Also recen11ng pms
were Robert Saindon, 45 years; Sam Michaels, 55 years; HJ•• Gosselin,
Charles Asselin and Aime Asselin, 40 years.

.

.

287 Main Street Plaza
Lewiston, Maine 04240
777-5300
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Jo~y ~amache.moves in for a~ assault on Jerry Ngobeni during titl~ with a 10th-round TKO, opening the way·to many future

Fr1day s WBA t1tle bout at Lew1ston Raceway. Gamache won the gams.

RUSS DILLINGHAM/Sunday photographer

Gamache has title to riches
By STEVE SHERLOCK
Sunday Staff Writer

LEWISTON- World Boxing Association
. junior lightweight champion Joey Gamache kep~ his promise to his fans and
brought a world title fight to his hometown.
Gamache captured the vacant title Friday
night at Lewiston Raceway with a !G-round
technical knockout against a game Jerry
Ngobeni.
·
With that goal accomplished, Gamache
will have his sights set 'even higher now.
The larger paydays awarded to a champion are beckoning the local hero, who may
ha¥e fought l»fl last Maine fight,. at least
,for the .foreseeable-future.J.
··
. Original estimates of Friday night's attenda:nce were what turned out to be an
overly optimistic 7,000. A count of tickets
actually sold was a sobering 3,700 to 3,800.
See GAMACHE, page tOC

Night's revelry
got the better
of him ~ really
LEWISTON - On the night of his first
professional boxing match, four years ago,
Joey Gamache Jr. told the three reporters
in attendance that they should make plans
to cover a world championship fight.
"I am going to win it," he said after
whipping, one oversize.d lightweight named
~!}aek,son. '!I just want you t~ know that
I ttl ser1ous about this: I am going-to win a
world championship."
Over the next 23 fights -and as the number of reporters at ringside grew with
Gamache's ranking in the world - he became bolder and bolder in that asse ·tion.

Gamache even began talking about what
he'd do once he got that world title belt
around his waist. He said, first, he would
take it in stride a:s he expected· any good
professional should, and that. he would
guiltlessly break four years of sobriety to
hoist a celebratory beer or two. Friday
night, Gamache delivered on only one of
See REVELRY, page 1OC
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Obert• s. Hou\J~

~

1822 Lisbon Road • 786-5555
Across from Aroostock Fence

DOP

Robert and Sylvia Extend A Warm Welcome To All Our Friends and
Previous HARBOR HOUSE Customers••• Retirement Is Over • Now We
Are
For Serious Business! Come In To
Hi!

WASHER & DRYER MICROWAVE OVEN
WASHER:
• 6 cycles
• 3 water levels
• 3 wash/rinse temp.
selections
• Filter-Flo"

15 min. timer. Attractive
almond color case. 90-day
carry-in warranty (parts &
labor). See warranty for
details.

3 cycles/
Energy
drying op
10-year ·
on Perm
and door
for details

DRYER:
• 2 cycles· Timed and
Permanent Press
• 3 Drying selections

$258
COMPLETE WJBEDDING
Honey-Pine Finish ·
Ladder and Guard rail

18CU. F
FROST FA
REFRIGERA
• Meat Tray
• Adjustable Sl

BEAUTIFUL SELECTION of
COVERS and COLORS

s4ga·
SELF
CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE

98

TWINs298
FULLs348
QUEENs398

WE HONOR l3C.ii1Jio~~]

• Lift-up top
• 2 Large & 2 Small Burners
• Storage Drawers

$398
90 days same as cash, no payments, ask f

: .National
Honle
W4881C
.
.
·." . < ·' ' .
;,,
.-1
Laade•s .1,.~~~ c:.,;c.11ra
"~~4•~\e~.,
~

~

.· Left to right, Rita Marcotte,
Volunteer; Becky Tardif. Day Care;
Regan Gullop, Day Care; Phil
. Robinson, Resident; Amy Quinlan,
' Day Care; Gilberte. Landry,
~ Employee; Jackie Hynes, Employee.

:·.t,;.; ' ;''

'

1974 Original 90-bed
nursing home
1979 Addillonal30
.
nursing home·beds
1980 Children's Day Care
1981 Orlglnal46
cengregate apartments
1982 Hospice
1986 Additional 45
congregate apartments
1986 Alzheimer's Unit
1986 Alzheimer's Adult Day
. Care
1991 Construction currently
underway for
5 additional hospice,
·
beds.

gr..'l'S 9 am-12 pm -.Spring Craft Fair
·
stt."t\l~ rnE.$'. 10 am-2 pm ·Model Train Exhibit
r..~"t\\lt ·
2 pm - Women's Bible Study - Charlotte Haskell
Come Live With Us!::
440 Minot Avenue
Aubum;Maine 04210

(207) 784-3573
'·~

Heutz Heating Customers
(Old Friends and New)
• LEWISTON-AUBURN AND SURROUNDING TOWNS •

HEAT YOUR HOME or BUSINESS NEXT WINTER AND

SAVE GOOD BUCKS!
We're Small, But We Offer BIG OIL CO. SAVINGS!
NEXT WINTER, WE SAY ••••

PAY
NO MORE

_/

THAN

~-______;__:__~==::~*

94 !.~

#2Fue/Oil

uaranteed CEILING Price
HEUTZ PRICE PROTECTION PLAN

OR PAY
ONLY
*84 9 ~
Gallon

#2Fue/Oil

Entire Winter's Fuel Oil Price
HEUTZ PREPAID PLAN

• OHer Good Thru June.29, 1991

DON'T WAIT!! CALL NOW! AND SAVE$$$$
Our present #2 fuel oil budget customers will also have price protection of 94•~

782-3171 or 782-6765
32MORRISAVE••
. TzoiLCO
I~
LEWISTON, MAINE

EU

INCORPORATED •

/ ;!"~./'.
.. :·~/~~/

v~

Quartet to entertain
A sixth-grade clarinet quartet from Lewiston's Martel School has been
busily preparing for L/A Education Days, Nov. 11 through 15, with their
music teacher Laura L. Perkins. Organized by the Lewiston-Auburn
Aspirations Compact, the week is an opportunity for schools to highlight some of their programs. The Martel students decided to share their
talents with nursing home residents as a way of connecting school and
community. Me·mbers of the quartet, who are in their second year of
p1aying in the Lewiston Elementary Band Program, are, from left, Mara,!:"lda Landry, Erin Bell, Kelsie Paradis and Angela Martin.
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OPBNING
MONDAY, MAY 13th thru

SATURDAY~

"I always wanted to follow in my father's ·footsteps. He said the time is wrong ta start an
.'appliance business. I reminded him that after 30 r.,ears at Peck's pe started his own business and
'in those days the time was wrong, too. He did it With low prices and good customer service. That is
whatiplantodo.
.
.
.
I will be open from 9:30a.m. to 8:30p.m. the.first week,and my father will be there to
OD!Ot.1rttlhi1~v
. all of hiS old customers f,I'Qm the Harbor Hou.se. That way everyone will.h;we
viSit my small store. In.arder'to keep my pPJces way down· ~ter openi:llg week, I .
·
·night from 5:30p.m. to8:30p:m. only, anaSatUrday, 8:30a:m. to11;;JOa.ilJ1 . .. ;
Remember, in order to keep prices down, the store will be sJiu!,ll, but I have a huge wa;reJlo~;eiJ~:·
..· town to work from.
· ''
Come See Me At The Little Store '['o Buy Appliances That Are:;At:;;'f<~or;;d8::;bl;;e;,!'.'_ _ _ _ _ _

"!'!"'_,.:::;::;:

l!f()WOINT Heavt-~uty

Compact' . ) Mierow·ave

' ,

Model JE 48A
· .
• Compact... 4 eu, ~t. Oven
• Electronic Digltri! ·'
Display • Clock
• Time Cook • Time Defrost
• 10 Power Levels
• Minute/Second

,

.

, '~'"

'

r

.n

-~".u.~...

WLW\pOOJ3·, ... ,
.
•
• S!ngl~;l'Peed washer . . .
..
• 6'eycles: Regular Heavy,·RegularNormal,
Regular Light, Permanent Press, Knits/
Delicates and Soak
• 3 water level selections
• 3 wash/rinse temperature collJi!Jin:atioJtlS
cold 'l"!lter rinse.

REG. $458

·

Top-mount No-frost
Refrigerator
• Two full-width adjustable wire FF
• White vegetable/fruit pan cover
• Hang Thru meat pan
• Black leathergrain handle Insert
• White. pre-painted.d!>Qr shelf frpiltJ'
•18.2 cu. ft. capacity
• 5.14 cu. ft.

HOTPOINT 30" Free-standing Selfcleaning Electric Range
RB755GN

.... ]3laek 'glass oven door
·• Towel bar handle
• 2 8" and 2 6'' plug-In surface heating units
• Clpck,'minute timer and auto"'latic oven .timer
'
• Porcelain-enameled lift-up cool<toP.
• U pswepl cooktop
• Full'Width storage
drawer·

a_r,:p.pr ,Li.gqt
Appliances

946 Sabattus Street
Lewiston, MC~;fue 04240
Sales & Service

·784-0935

To Buy Appliances That Are Affordable"
NISA • GECAF QUICK CREDIT

ONE STOP DOES IT ALL!~
If your job description is on this list,
it will be worth your while to contact the

We Can Make Your
Vehicle Look Like New Again

111.1

BILODEAU
• AIR CONDITIONING &
HEATING
•CARPETING
• CARPET CLEANING
• COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT INSTALL·
ATION
• DRIVEWAY PAVING
'•DRYWALL
• ELECTRICAL WIRING
• FENCE ERECTION
• FLOOR COVERING
,
• FURNITURE CLEANING
•INTERIOR DECOR·
ATION

•IRON, BRASS EREC·
TION·DECORATIVE
• JANITORIAL SERVICES
•LANDSCAPE
GARDENING
•MASONRY
• OFFICE MACHINE
INSTALLATION/REPAIR
•PAINTING
•PLUMBING
• SIDING INSTALLATION
•SURVEYORS
• TILE,STONE WORK
•CARPENTRY

MOE'S AUTO CARE

783-3334
• Buff & Wax
• Auto Reconditioning
• Tires
All tires sold $5 above
cost all year long

One Month Special
(Expires May 12. 1991)

Auto Reconditioning
Motor and Interior and Trunk
Buff and Wax

Now $8500
BLOW-OUT TIRE
PRICES!

wass13soo

Supplies Limited
P235/75/Rl5
LT 235/85/Rl6

$45.95
$78.00

Used Tires 15 and up
Mounting and Balancing $8.50

LOUISEquipped
BDDY
SHDP
With
• Heated Down Draft Spray Booth Paint System
• Car-D-Liner Frame Repair System
CUslng data from manufacturer We'll accurately restore your car
to 'factory specifications.J

• Air-Max Clean Air System ·
Gaston Boucher
Roger Blanchette
Gerry Greenleaf
2!5 Years Experience ·3!5 Years Experience 30 Years Experience
.Jeff Hart
20 Years Experience

500 MAIN STREET• LEWISTON, MAINE

Ill

Moe
Poirier

INSURANCE AGENCY

We now have an insurance Program with Peerless Ins.
that we feel is the most competitive throughout the in- .
dustry. Give us a call at 784·4029 for more information. A
· quote can be obtained over the phone.

d

OUELLETIE
COLLISION CENTER

783-3000
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collision Repairs
Auto Body
Painting
Expert Color Matching
Unibody Specialist
Foreign and Domestic

All Work
Guaranteed
OVER 20 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE MAKES
THE DIFFERENCE
• • FREE ESTIMATES • •

